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ABSTRACT
Inservice for the Professional Development of Educators

John E. Kortecamp, B.A., University of Southern Maine
M.Ed., University of Southern Maine, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Jeffrey Eiseman

Inservice for the Professional Development of Educators presents a

theoretical construct for the delivery of comprehensive inservice education programs for public educators.

The study begins with an introduct-

ory discussion of past and current inservice practice and proceeds to a

discussion of eleven areas critical to successful programming which are
segregated into three general categories; support, governance, and
design.

They are presented in the following order:

tity of support;

Governance,

(A)

pation patterns;

(2)

cooperative delivery;

coordination;
(8)

(5)

(3)

planning;

incentives; and Design,

Support,

(1)

quan-

bases of support;

(6)
(9)

duration;
location;

and nature of activities; and (11) feedback and follow-up.

(7)

partici-

(10)

focus

The study

varying
argues that each of these areas must be considered and, to
and effective
degrees, accommodated in formulating a comprehensive

inservice program.
features,
In addition to these eleven program

the author main-

conceptual base; and that
tains that a successful program requires a
the education staff must possess a

inservice program design.

conceptual understanding of the

the
This, he argues, is critical to overcome

educators hold against
significant and well deserved prejudice which

inservice education.

presented
The comprehensive delivery model

vi

m

chapter four is predicated on these assumptions.
a four-phased program.

That model consists of

Phase one is related to the development of

a

con-

ceptual appreciation of inservice on the part of the staff; phase two
is concerned with the

determination of current and future needs: phase

three concerns the planning of the specific inservice activities; and

phase four, which recycles into phase one, consists of an evaluative
and renewing process for the overall design.

The author then argues

that such a model will overcome the inadequacies of traditional piece-

meal inservice programs.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Scope and Purpose

Educators, in general, and particularly public school educators,

now find themselves in a watershed period.

In the decade of the

1960's educators were affected by burgeoning enrollments, a strong

economy that generously poured millions into the budgets of schools
and colleges, a race for space and a national drive to succeed as

never before in science and education.

Teaching positions were

abundant, and as Toffler has established, personal and professional

mobility were part of the fabric of American life.
The late 1960’s and early 70 ’s brought new changes and challenges
war and a
to educators in the form of an unpopular and undeclared

rejection of tradition

—

a rejection that was characterized by the

promotion of "situational ethics."

During this period of social

infectious, even as
discord, the promotion of educational reform was
and student enrollment
the number of teaching positions leveled off,

began to show signs of decline.
find themselves among
Now as educators move into the 1980’s they

energy, inflation, and taxes.
the victims of national crises over

As

throughout the nation, so does
student enrollment drops precipitously

teaching-related positions.
the number of teachers and
that the professionally
This study is founded in the belief
1
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sustaining elements of challenge, opportunity, and growth are

dramatically absent in the day-to-day experience of American educators.
This, in itself, is old news.

What makes it particularly relevant

today, however, is that due to prevailing social and economic trends,
we can no longer hope, as we had in the past, that the infusion of

"new blood" might produce higher levels of professionalism in schools.

Current demographics indicate that the days of frequent faculty turnover are gone for the foreseeable future.

Thus, today's educators

will be in the same schools, teaching the same subjects, for longer
periods of time, without the benefit of refreshing and often challenging interaction with recently-educated and highly-motivated new
teachers.
It appears,

therefore, that at no other time in the history of

American education has the need to challenge and motivate educators

been more real.

The development of the educational staff, both faculty

and administration, must succeed where heretofore it has been allowed
to fail.

The promotion of professionalism must finally move from the

realm of rhetoric to that of reality.

Those concerned with the educa-

to be
tion of students must realize that inservice education needs

perceived as being inextricably related to the professional attitude
and performance of the educator.

To profess concern for the one must

presume commitment to the other.

If our schools are

to succeed,

status it has long been
inservice education must achieve the priority

promised but has failed to receive.

In sum,

if we hope to create a

those who stand before
pattern of life-long learning in our students,

3

them as role models and teachers must also conform to this pattern of

life-long learning.

History

When considering inservice education and the attendant issues of
its reform, one should recognize that it is not a new endeavor, and,
in fact,

it has existed in some form for nearly as long as American

public education.

Teachers in early American schools, few having

received even a secondary education, were po</orly equipped for going

beyond the most basic elements of reading, writing, and arithmetic.

During this time (mid 1800

'

s)

,

teaching for men was seldom thought of

as anything but a transitional activity before entering a profession,

while for women it was at best perceived "as a genteel thing to do

between girlhood and marriage" (Asher, 1967,

p.

3)

and at worst a

waste of time.
Xn response to meeting the educational needs of these teachers,

two- and three-day institutes were introduced in the 1850's.

The

increase the
purpose of this early mode of inservice education was to
for, it was hoped,
base and breadth of teacher knowledge, to compensate

their lack of extensive education.

It

is interesting to note that those

the turn of the century
institutes became the object of criticism near
to students on the value of
because their instructors tended to lecture

process while the
incorporating activity in the teaching/learning

audience was passive (Asher, 1967).

u

The next phase of inservice history was somewhat more

sophisticated than the first due, as much as anything, to its setting
at state normal schools.

It was during this time that summer

sessions were introduced and became the dominant vehicle for inservice delivery.

It should be noted, however,

that while the

setting changed, program substance remained generally unaffected.
Tyler (1971, pp.

5-16) views the period beginning roughly in the

1880’s, during which this country experienced large waves of

immigration, as a watershed in education generally and inservice

education in particular.
a rapid

During this period, the country experienced

transition from an agrarian to an industrially-based economy.

It was no longer reasonable to assume,

as it earlier had been, that

American society would remain essentially static.

Nor,

in conse-

quence, was it any longer reasonable to assume that a child's

education could be composed of

a

Educators

static body of knowledge.

found themselves beset by a wide array of culturally related

educational problems presented by the immigrants from the

Old World.

Teachers were challenged to devise ways of coping with, not to
speak, or
mention teach, children who were unable to read, write,

comprehend English.

Because simple resolutions to complex socio-

programs were created
cultural problems proved unworkable, inservice

with these issues.
to help teachers deal more effectively

I

find it

teaching methodology was
interesting to note that a problem-solving
era, reflecting at this
utilized for inservice education during this
the larger society.
less complex level the problems in

5

The mode of inservice education underwent another significant
shift during the 1920's.

Quantitative standards were introduced

during that period with the long-range goals that all teachers
should posssess a bachelor-of-arts degree.

Tyler has argued that

this development was to have an important and largely detrimental

impact upon the profession.

Whereas designers of inservice education

had previously focused upon teachers' needs arising from social

change,

in the 1920 's they suddenly found themselves compelled to

offer courses that presumed to fill "academic gaps."

Teachers now

participated in inservice, not as they had "with the purpose of
getting new insight, understanding, and competence, but rather with
the purpose of getting certificates renewed" (Tyler,

1971, p.

10).

Thus, we note a distinct and significant change in motivation for

teacher participation in inservice activities from an intrinsic to
an extrinsic base.

The issues of motivating teachers to participate in inservice

programs and of the relationship of inservice education to recertification raise important questions which will command attention in
this text.

Tyler concludes, perhaps somewhat optimistically, that

with the exception of the period immediately following World War II,
meeting recertithe trend in inservice programs has been away from
fication requirements.

Evidence to support this can be found in the

needs,
availability of inservice programs in such areas as special

minority cultural affairs, and affirmative action.
Conant (1963, pp.

187-208), Allen (1971, p.

However as

109), and Vanderpool

6

(1975, pp. 56-64) have indicated, the major motivation for teacher

participation in inservice remains rooted in the need for recertification.

The extent to which the history of inservice determines its

current character has been examined by Edelfelt and Johnson (1975,
pp.

9-23) who have identified twelve traditional concepts which

still characterize inservice education today

—

concepts which they,

and I, believe are inappropriate influences for determining the

future of the enterprise.

They advise, however, that these concepts

are very deeply rooted in the profession and remain a strong influence.

These concepts deal with fundamental educational issues including the

nature of human motivation and human relationships and the learning-

teaching relationships.

These twelve assumptions are sufficiently

germane to include them in the text and consequently, they are
quoted below:
(1)

The primary role of the school is giving and receiving
of information.

(2)

Learning is the receiving of information to be stored
and used later.

(3)

Curriculum and teaching are relatively fixed elements
in the school.

(4)

(5)

(

6)

The main business of teacher education is the quest
for mastery of some relatively stable subject matters
and a method of teaching.

Inservice education is training that is designed,
planned, and conducted for the teacher by persons
in authority.

The central purpose of inservice education is the
remediation of teachers' deficiencies in subject
matter

7

(7)

Leadership is "direction from above," and motivation
is "direction from outside."

(8)

Supervision is diagnosis, prescription, modeling,
inspection, and rating.

(9)

Teacher education in teacher-preparation institutions
and teacher education in schools are separate and
discontinuous processes.

(10)

Intellectual leadership in goal setting and planning
for inservice education appropriately comes from
outside the school.

(11)

The teacher is a solo practitioner (rather than a
group member involved in cooperative planning of
common goals and related actions)

(12)

Prescriptive legislation is an appropriate vehicle
for improving the quality of teaching standards.

Although it is true that the above attitudes are fading and
gradually being replaced, Edelfelt and Johnson indicate that many of
them are still firmly subscribed to by a majority of those both in
and out of the profession.

Vestiges of these attitudes have led

researchers to the inescapable conclusion that "inservice teacher

education today bears a close resemblance to the concepts that have
shaped it historically" (p.

14)

enroll
As suggested earlier, declines in the birth rate, school
raents,

with
and tax revenues have forced educators to come to grips

long standing conditions that will have

aspects of schooling (Bell

&

Peightel,

a

pronounced effect on many

1976, pp.

7-8).

The condition

decreased teacher
bearing most directly on this study, however, is
educated teachers to
turnover and diminished opportunities for newly

enter the field.

This condition, and not

a

suddenly-awakened concern

deal of rethinking about the
for professionalism, has caused a good

8

traditional approach to inservice education, resulting in the bestowal
of a great deal of attention on what, heretofore, has been cynically

referred to as the "orphan" or "step child" of the profession.
We are therefore witnessing what may at last be an emerging

awareness of the need for, and potential of, inservice education.
Schools and colleges of education, administrators, and teachers have

increasingly come to realize that decreasing opportunities for new
people to enter the field mean that a greater emphasis than ever must
be placed upon increasing the competence and professionalism of those

currently in the classroom.

In consequence, we have witnessed the

introduction of inservice projects ranging from the propagation of

newsletters and planning committees to the assembly of national and
regional conferences.

Recognition has come at the national level in

the form of substantial teacher-center development grants.

Given this rash of interest in inservice education,

it

would appear

reasonable to assume that there is a shortage of inservice personnel.
This apparently reasonable assumption is invalid, however, and the

reason for its invalidity lies at the heart of the reform issue.
Joyce, Howey and Yarger (ITSE, 1976,

I,

p.

2)

have pointed out

that in 1976 there were approximately one quarter of a million educators

inservice
in the United States responsible in some significant way for

This represents a one-to-eight ratio of inservice personnel

education.
to teachers.

These figures do not include such positions as team

themselves deliver
leaders, departmental chairpersons or teachers who

inservice courses.
the ratio

The inclusion of these positions would increase

of inservice personnel to teachers.

Unhappily,

9

this unusually high ratio of resource persons to other educators does
not provide a basis for optimism regarding the imminent reform of

inservice education.

In fact, these very numbers call to mind that

often cited quotation from the comic strip "Pogo":

"We have met the

enemy, and they are us!"

Numbers aside, the issue of reform is rooted in the processes
that characterize inservice programs; the literature on the state of

current practice is virtually unanimous in this assessment.

Edelfelt

and Johnson find that "too often programs are low level, piecemeal
and patchwork," and in spite of the fact that teachers obtain advanced

degrees and higher levels of certification, "the effort yields too
little in the improvement of teaching or (the) school program"
pp.

14 - 16 ).

Jackson

(

1971

,

pp.

(

1975

,

19 - 20 ) has raised the question as to

whether or not, given its history of inadequacy, inservice is the
appropriate area in which to place emphasis toward the improvement of
the profession.

colleagues, Rubin
has

Indeed, in a review of essays written by his
(

1971 ) concluded that "teacher professional growth

not been taken seriously, it lacks a systematic methodology, and

it has been managed with astonishing clumsiness.

It is not surprising,

and
therefore, that teachers have grown accustomed to its impotence

excercise in
that administrators have come to regard it as a routine

futility"

(p.

245 ).

Allen has observed that when it comes to tradi-

find anyone in the
tional forms of inservice "it is difficult to
of education
profession, from teacher to administrator to school

about [it]"
faculty member, who has a good word to say
p.

109 ).

(Allen,

1971,

10

A rather pathetic and yet revealing anecdote concerns

National Education Association study of inservice practice.

a

1965

The final

project report, originally to be entitled "Promising Practices in

Inservice Education," was ultimately called "Current Practices in
Inservice Education," reflecting the net conclusion that there was no
body of promising practices on which to report.

In sum,

the vast

majority of the literature of current and historical inservice practice
characterizes the field as "the weakest and most haphazard component of
teacher education" (Edelfelt

&

Johnson, 1975, pp. 14-16).

Reflecting

his view of the problems confronting inservice education, Meade (1971)

chose Thomas Crammer's poignant indictment:

"We have left undone those

things which we should have done, and we have done those things which
we should have left undone

.

.

.

"

(p.

211).

In spite of the quantity and unanimity of critical commentary on

current practice, one should not conclude that inservice reformers are

characterized by pessimism and resignation.

Indeed, critiques have

been cited above in order to indicate the depth and diversity of the

problems that face reformers, and are intended to provide perspective,
not induce resignation.

As evidence of his belief in the potential of

inservice, each of the above continues in his study to identify ways
in which reform should proceed.

Most researchers appear to agree with

Rubin (1969) who concludes that even though we must work from

a

can be
history of "incredible failure, the improvement of schooling

achieved only through the people who operate the schools

(p.

1)

•

Inservice Teacher
One of the most thorough analyses of the subject.

11

Education Reports, I-V (1976)

,

notes that it is not surprising, given

the numbers of peopie involved and the outcomes realized, that in-

service should be such a maligned enterprise and should be viewed

throughout the profession with high levels of frustration.

Yet,

Report II concludes that many of the essential ingredients for success

now exist, although in fragmented and disassociated form, and that somehow they must be effectively brought together.

This observation

indicates that the priority for would-be-reformers is to devise a
coherent organizational and structural framework for inservice delivery.
As Edelfelt and Johnson (1975) have said, the situation in which we now

find ourselves exists not by design, but by neglect, and our problem is

not so much to begin, but rather to come to grips with the situation
that now confronts us, reorient ourselves, and successfully "begin

again."

This study is designed to be such a process.

Purpose of Study

This section will be subdivided into four parts:

the problem

statement, a description of the research issues, definition of terms,
and an outline of the remaining chapters.

Problem Statement

.

The problem that this dissertation addresses is

the typical
centered on the prevailing conclusion among experts that

follows:
inservice education program can be characterized as
(1)

random and short range

12

(2)

isolated from the regularities of schooling

(3)

non-participative in governance

(A)

irrelevant to the development of professionlism

In order for inservice programs to succeed where they have historically

failed thy must become:
(1)

systemic and on-going

(2)

integrated with the educational-schooling process

(3)

broadly based with highly participative governance
systems that create a sense of shared responsibility

(A)

widely perceived as significant to the development
of professionalism

Issues

.

As noted above, reformers are confronted by several troubling

characteristics of inservice education which, for the vast majority of
the profession, define not only their experience with it, but their

perception of its essence.

This then means that successful strategies

for reform must not only address the potential of new programs, but

must correct past deficiencies as well.
.

The issues which

I

have identified as being elemental to success-

ful reform relate to three structural aspects of programming:

Support
type and amount of funding, collaboration among
agencies, and provision of incentives

Governance

coordination of program, identity and
role of planners, duration of program, and
patterns of participation

13

Method
location and scheduling of program, focus of
activities, and continuity of program
An additional issue which is critical to reform, but which does not

conform to programmatical categorization, concerns the level of staff
comprehension of the program's underpinnings, including its conceptual
basis, programmatic objectives and standards of operation.

Definitions of Terms

.

The term used in this study that most requires

clarification is the term "inservice education."

Several arguments,

some quite persuasive, have been advanced in the literature that

suggests that the term should be abandoned.

Some educators, Vanderpool

(1975) and Edelfelt (1975) among them, consider that the renaming of

inservice education is an important step toward altering current

perceptions of the enterprise and ultimately toward reform.

I

doubt,

however, if the impressions created by years of frustrating experience

will be greatly altered for the majority of educators by something as
cosmetic as

a

name change.

Among the terms used in place of inservice education are "continuing professional education" and "professional development programs."
The most popular replacement term, however, is

staff development.

This term, while ostensibly harmless, has also met with criticism.

At

least in the minds of some in the profession, staff development is

tvpically

3

term used by the administration to describe activities that

the teaching
the administration by itself has decided will benefit

staff.

Furthermore, throughout the literature "staff development

is

commonly used in a context that suggests that development is intended
for the teaching staff only, exclusive of administrators.

am not so concerned about this issue as to quibble over the most

I

accurate or reform-oriented term.

I

have simply chosen to stay with

the traditional term "inservice education" because it remains the most

common term in the literature and is still,

I

believe, the term most

educators are inclined to rely upon to describe any kind of development

activities

Having established this position,

I

must enlarge the issue by

citing the findings of Joyce et al. (ISTE, 1976,

I)

that indicate that

though commonly used, inservice education tends to mean different things
to different people.

According to their study, when asked to define

inservice education, many educators responded with such comments as
"lacks organization," "is inadequate in substance or process," "is

management controlled," or "is an attempt to control the organization
of education through training" (pp.

14-15).

Such responses indicate

not only dissatisfaction, but also suggest that for the purpose of
this study, the term, though common, requires a specific definition.

The purpose of articulating a working definition of inservice education
is,

as Edelfelt has expressed it,

"not to find a single definition, nor

way, but
to insist that everyone define inservice education in the same
to be sufficiently precise so that
p.

2)

[my]

meaning is understood" (1976,

.

This study will use the term "inservice" in

a

general way to mean

undertakes singly
"any professional development activity that a teacher

15

or with other teachers after receiving her or his initial teaching

certificate and after beginning professional practice" (Edelfelt
Johnson,
I

1975, p.

5).

&

The specific model for inservice delivery that

propose, and which in each case will be identified by qualifiers such

as "my model," "this approach," etc.,

.is

essentially eclectic in nature

and refers to an on-going, coordinated, job-embedded program, with

articulated and shared goals ahd objectives, shared governance roles
and responsibilities, provisions for participation in activities and

designed to meet both individual and group needs.
Another clarification which must be made concerns the use of the
terms "inservice programs" or "programs."

Whenever these terms are used

in this study, they will refer to the definitions cited above.

contrast to these terms,

I

In

will use "inservice activities" or "activities"

to refer to any of these components of a program such as workshops,

lectures, seminars or similar activities that represent offerings

within a program but which do not characterize it as a whole.
This distinction has been made because

I

find it misleading and

confusing when educators, as they are wont to do, refer to programs and
activities interchangeably.

A series of activities independent from

and unrelated to one another, and possessing only a vague common
purpose, cannot be responsibly referred to as a program.
the past misuse of terms,

I

believe that

typified by the failure to distinguish between

confusion
programs and activities, has led to much of the current

regarding

a

definition of inservice education.

discussion of

a

(For a more lengthy

definition of inservice education see Nicholson and
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Joyce, ISTE,

While

I

1976, III, pp.

79-89).

have stated my rationale for holding with the use of the

term "inservice education," another commonly used phrase, "inservice

training," will be purposefully absent from this study.

I

find it a

contradiction in terms that educators, who as a group have been so
insecure about their status as "professionals," are still inclined to

identify their development programs with the terms "training programs,"
"trainers," and "trained."

Sprinthall argues for the creation of

"effective educational rather than training programs" (emphasis mine
[Hite and Howey,

1977, p. 46]).

As a psychologist, he makes the

distinction that the term "education" suggest more profound changes in
behavior and thinking, whereas "training" suggests discrete skill
acquisition without attention to fundamental stages of psychological
and personal development.

In the seme vein Rubin (1978) has stated

that "the difference between training and education is that training

decreases the person's options whereas education increases them

(p.

3).

For those still inclined to believe that the terms "trained'

and "educated" are indeed interchangeable,

from a text on medical inservice education:
a

I

offer the following excerpt
"If you don't think there s

sex in front
difference between training and education, put the word

your nine year old child
of the words and determine if you would let
take the course" (anonymous)

"certified" used in
The terms "serviced," "developed," and
up now and again.
reference to inservice education also crop

The wide

with the professional objective
use of such adjectives is inconsistent
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of inservice programs.

I

cannot escape the conclusion that so long

as educators use such terms to describe programs designed to increase

knowledge, develop pedagogical skills, encourage intellectual and

personal growth, and improve our system of education, they are doing
themselves and their professional peers a disservice.

Outline of Chapters

.

The first chapter presented the main issues and

problems of inservice education which this study will explore in greater
depth.

Chapter two contains an examination of issues relating to the

support, governance and methods of inservice programs.

serves a variety of purposes.

Chapter two

It presents my review of the literature

and draws conclusions based upon that review.

guidelines for the direction of reforms.

These conclusions suggest

They also serve as the

foundation for the programming method discussed in chapter four.
Chapter three will be a discussion of the need to create a broadly

based conceptual, or theoretical knowledge, of the purposes, parameters,
and alternative modes of inservice delivery among the professional staff

where comprehensive programming is being attempted.

The viability of

this argument is as critical to the successful implementation of the
guide
delivery model discussed in chapter four as are the foundational

lines developed in chapter two.

The position advanced in chapter three

and informed profesis that educators must be treated as intelligent

sionals, not as victims.
specific delivery
Chapter four will involve a discussion of the

model for inservice programming that

I

propose.

Although

I

believe
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the system outlined is adaptable to most school settings,

propose it as a blueprint, but rather offer

it

I

do not

as an ambitious collec-

tion of guidelines appropriate for most school settings.

Chapter five presents conclusions reached through this study and

discusses the implications of these conclusions.
identifies issues requiring future research.

This chapter also

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The student of inservice education soon discovers two generaliza-

tions that, with a few exceptions, apply to the literature of the
field:

(1)

very little in the way of hard data on the subject is

available, and
et al.,

ISTE,

much of what does exist is not very useful

(2)

1976,

worthy of note

III).

(Nicholson

Another characteristic of the literature

the overemphasis on the descriptive "what" of

is

inservice programming at the apparent expense of the more substantive
"why" of "how" questions (Sobol,

is both scant and lacking substance,
it has been observed that

education itself

"

it

If the

1971).

literature on inservice

it should not be surprising that

"quite resembles the state of inservice

(Nicholson et al., ISTE, 1976, III, pp. 18-19).

The issues that are examined in this section of the study are

those that

I

The

have found to be recurrent in my literature review.

organization in which they are presented here is in no way reflective
of other discussions with which

I

am familiar.

Although these issues

source that
are, in most respects, common to the literature, no

I

have

nor has any other
read has identified them as a representative group,

source developed the categories which

identification and discussion.

I

have used to facilitate their

In short,

this chapter presents what

elements which are critical
believe to be a unique identification of
19

I
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to a successful, comprehensive inservice program.

The discussion that follows is divided into three categorical

issues:

(1)

support, which is concerned with the quantity, basis, and

types of support essential for effective programming;

(2)

governance,

which is concerned with which of several entities should exert controlling influence over inservice programming and in what combination; and
(3)

design, which is concerned with the ways in which the inservice

program activities are determined, conducted, and reinforced.

Support

The first of three categorical issues central to the reform of

inservice education which are discussed in this chapter concerns the
quantity, bases and types of support necessary for inservice programming.

Quantity.

Given that inservice education is an established phenomenon,

a discussion of the quantity and relative adequacy of current levels of

financial support is an essential concern in addressing the larger issue
of reform.

Recent surveys, conducted in southeastern Michigan and New York
unbelievState, have demonstrated that inservice funding represents an

ably insignificant percentage of the total education budget.

In New

expenditure
York, it was determined that the annual per capita teacher

extending from a low
by local districts was $18.50, with the range
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of $4 78 to a high of $61.61
.

(Van Ryn, Note 19).

In Michigan,

was

it

found that an average of 0.35 of one percent (0.0035) of the total

educational budget was spent for staff development (Miller, Note

1).

These distressingly low figures are not unique to these two geographic regions.

Indeed, Van Ryn noted that the dollar amount spent on

inservice education elsewhere is similarly meagre.

In view of this,

it is hardly surprising that the nationwide Teacher Corps study of

inservice education found that "lack of financial support was mentioned
most frequently by educators as an obstacle to reform

McNair, Dian and McKibbin, ISTE, 1976, II,

p.

30).

..."

(Joyce,

In the face of such

data, it is impossible to escape the conclusion that "devoting such a

small part of the school operational funds to inservice education is an

indication that instructional improvement is held in low regard"
(Miller, Note

1)

The issue of inservice financing cannot, however, be limited to a

discussion of quantity when the literature also reveals

a

high level of

dissatisfaction with the way in which currently available monies are
spent (Joyce, et al., ISTE, 1976, II, p. 30).

Santelli and Van Ryn

(Note 19) contend that as things stand, neither administrators nor

teachers familiar with the disasterous programs of the past are inclined
to ask for increased expenditures for inservice programs.

"The disen-

chantment with what passes for inservice today," says Van Ryn, "has
caused decision makers

...

to question whether even those limited

amounts of dollars should be expended" (Note 19).
ing reformers, then,

The paradox confront-

is that considerably more money needs to be

the profession
allocated to a process that Ltself is viewed throughout
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with a good deal of skepticism, if not hostility.
The issue of quantity aside, the nature of funding sources and
their consequent impact upon programming is a significant, though

typically overlooked issue.

While the percentage of budget allocations

for inservice education noted above reflect

a

"hard" money commitment,

initial funding for the pursuit of inservice reform can be expected to
be sought through "soft” funding sources.

It

is common practice for

administrators and school boards to seek outside, supplemental sources
to fund innovative, pilot or experimental programs.

been subject to considerable criticism, however.
(Mann,

1976)

This practice has

It has been argued

that educators too often invent programs to match soft

money funding.
School districts often find themselves in a position of identifying pseudo-needs in order to fit funding guidelines.

As a result, there

is often little real commitment to new projects beyond the acquisition
of funding.

Typically, such programs first diminish and ultimately are

terminated in direct proportion to the phased withdrawal of grant monies

because the administration and school board never seriously intended to
adopt and underwrite the program with local monies.
Given this track record, it is easy to appreciate staff cynicism

concerning innovations and programs funded in this manner.

It is like-

wise understandable that teachers, and even administrators, are often

unenthusiastic about investing energy in or commitment to "soft money"

programs
from
Goodlad (1975) has noted another chronic problem resulting

this approach to program support.

Based upon his experience, he feels
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it

is reasonable

to predict that soft monies generate situations where—

in non-school types

(consultants) are the primary actors and the over-

all focus of the program will be consultant rather than school-oriented.

Whereas Goodlad, Mann and others have been critical of undue
dependence upon soft monies, Santelli (Note

19)

has argued that there

are legitimate reasons for the unwillingness or inability of local

systems to assume the financial burden of new inservice education

program development.

Referring to over-crowded city schools, he argues

that it is unrealistic to expect hard money for teacher inservice

education should be

a

priority.

One solution to the scarcity of resources for inservice activities
has been offered by Joyce, Howey and Yarger (ISTE, 1976, I).

They have

concluded that although circumstances dictate that it is ultimately the

responsiblity of the local system to support inservice programs, this
does not presuppose that this burden should be theirs to bear alone.

Noting that local systems cannot responsibly commission other agencies,
such as teacher organizations, institutions of higher education (IHE's),
or the State to assume complete responsibility for inservice development

they believe that the responsibility and burden of funding can be shared

Shared programs, they suggest, will avoid placing greater financial

burdens on the local districts.
While the strategies suggested by Joyce and his colleagues call for
inservice
a fundamental restructuring of the basis for financing

education programs. Van Ryn has argued that not only has the quantity
that the focus has
been too limited and the basis too narrow, but also

been misdirected.

According

.to

him, "one of the grave shortcomings of
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our inservice system today is that we have spent too little time and/or

money in the realm of designing, planning and adequately managing our
inservice efforts

(Note 19).

In response, he has argued that more

funding must be allocated for the planning and design of programs in
contrast to the traditional emphasis on their implementation.
Kozol (1972) also supports an emphasis on planning, but argues
that while it is a central concern, it should be undertaken before

there is a request for funding.

In fact, he has posited that acquiring

monies for the program may ultimately be of secondary importance

if a

thorough approach is taken toward planning and creative use is made of

existing resources.

Cooperation

.

Discussion of interagency cooperative arrangements for

the delivery of inservice education is a legitimate and important

"support" issue.

Including it as a "support" topic is especially

appropriate given current financial exigencies.

This section is comprised

of a general discussion of interagency cooperation and will include

specific discussions of institutions of higher education (IHE’s) and

external consultants as potential partners in

a

collaborative inservice

delivery structure.
The literature that treats the specific subject of cooperative

relationships or consortia is, as Nicholson and Joyce (1976) note,
scanty, though there has been increased discussion very recently.

balance

I

agree with Nicholson and Joyce (ISTE,

1976,

III)

On

that there

effectiveness of the
is insufficient evidence to indicate the level of

various combinations that have been tried in practice.

In spite of this
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several people, including Miller (Note 1), have called for the

promulgation of cooperative arrangements for inservice delivery.
Others, such as Deen (1976) and Edelfelt (1976), have gone further and

included the establishment of cooperative arrangements for inservice

delivery as

guideline for program development.

a

Documenta II, an

inservice conference report, notes that conferees concluded that

"collaboration

...

is necessary for the development of inservice

programs

[but]

the arrangements that evolve must take into account

.

.

.

the policies and procedures of existing institutions and organizations
.

(Educators together, 1976, pp. 25-26).

.

wise reported recommendations stemming from

a

Johnson (1975) has like-

workshop dedicated to

reconceptualizing inservice which suggest that cooperative ventures
should be facilitated, rewarded and should involve parity in decision
making.

The above positions suggest the major reservations concerning

cooperation expressed in the literature, namely that agency prerogatives
must not be transgressed and that primary responsibility for planning

and delivery must remain with the L.E.A.

Joyce et al.

(Local Education Association).

(1976) suggest that there are three primary purposes that

lie behind cooperative efforts.

The first is the belief that involving

other agencies will ultimately enhance program quality.

The second is

the
political in that it is assumed that interagency cooperation at

preservice level,
inservice level may result in cooperation at the
education.
thereby decentralizing the governance of teacher

reason, as noted above, is financial.

subject is well summarized

by..

The third

The general thinking on the

McKague (1976), a Canadian educator, who
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has stated:

"No major strategy for improvement of continuing education

will be successful without full interorganizational cooperation and

support" (p. 65).
While there is considerable expression of support for interagency

cooperation and it is,

I

believe, appropriate to conclude that coopera-

tive delivery schemes should be cultivated, there are two groups that

have had, and will continue to have, significant impact on inservice

education and therefore deserve some special attention in their own
They are college and university faculty, particularly those from

right.

schools of education, and private or entrepreneurial educational

consultants

As noted in the discussion in chapter one, institutions of

IHE’s.

higher education and particularly colleges and schools of education have
for decades had significant influence on the type, location and quality
of inservice education.

Thus, much of the criticism of inservice

education falls either directly or indirectly upon IHE's.

The range of

criticism concerning influence and control varies from complaints of
While Nicholson and Joyce (ISTE,

elitism to charges of incompetence.
1976,

III)

cite the reluctance of IHE faculty to leave the security and

protection of the "ivory tower," they also note their common failure to
practice what they preach concerning the necessity of continuing

professional development (pp. 42-43).

Others have argued that IHE

inservice
faculty are generally ill-prepared to serve as effective
speaks for
education facilitators and their record in this regard

itself.

See Edelfelt and Johnson,

1977 and Joyce et al.,

1976.
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In reaction to the general dissatisfaction with IHE's, educators

in all categories believe that the roles of IHE's and their faculty are

likely to be diminished in any future realignments for inservice

education (Joyce et al., ISTE, 1976, II).
share this perspective; he argues that

if

Bishop (1976) appears to

schools and colleges of

education fail to initiate new approaches and develop new roles for
themselves, someone else will do it for them and at their exclusion.

Drummond (1975) concurs on this point and in response has proposed
(1)
several
IHE-oriented innovations.

I

find the following suggestions for

what colleges should do (paraphrased from Drummond) among the most

promising.

Colleges of education should:
-

work to establish agreements with schools for Joint
development of inservice programs

(2)

provide personnel to schools who would work individually

with teachers and principals at the school site on a
regular basis
(3)

organize

a

school service center to provide consultants,

research and evaluation services on
(4)

a

continuing basis

help design and field test inservice materials to meet

identified needs
(5)

adopt the agricultural experiment station model to

conduct research on learning in school

(p.

6).

Evidence of the potential effectiveness of the role that IHE faculindirectly suggested by
ty could play in professional development is

Brearley, Goddard et al.

(1972).

Their discussion of the supervisory
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role of Her Majesty's Inspectors (HMI's)

in Great Britain,

in providing

teachers with a source of objective, professional, on-going, and, most
importantly, non-pressured input from a non-authoritarian perspective,

suggests the type of role that could be fulfilled by American

I HE

faculty

The importance of not only professional, but equally important,

non-threatening sources of supervision for instructional improvement,
has been established by Bush (1971, pp. 57-67) and Sarason (1974, p. 126).

Although he does not point specifically to college faculty as
tial source of this kind of instructional assistance,

I

a

poten-

find the

connection to be obvious.

Although my teachers and administrators appear to have more or
less "written off" college faculty as partners in collaborative arrange-

ments for inservice delivery,
such collaboration:

I

believe there are reasons to hope for

Enrollments in preprofessional teacher education

programs have dwindled; so

it

is necessary for educational faculty to

find other ways to use their expertise.

receiving, and

I

these faculties.

The inservice practitioner is

believe will continue to receive, more attention from
Their success, however, lies in their willingness and

ability to define and accommodate new interdependent relationships with

practitioners

Consultants

.

Consultants as providers of inservice education typically

official
fall into one of two categories; those who function in an

off-

or university
campus" extension of their role as members of college

entrepreneurial
faculties and those who function Drimarily as private or

.
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consultant
As noted earlier, educators have too often tended to apply for

grant monies for the purpose of securing funds rather than to meet

legitimate program needs.

Often the beneficiary of these funds has been

the education consultant.

Especially in circumstances where there is

superficial commitment to program development, it has been common
practice to expend generous portions of grants to import the consultant
on a short-term (often one-day) basis.

The net result is typified by a

comment made to me recently by a teacher-friend in Maine whose system
had just been through a one-day workshop led by a California consultant.
"The person was bright, the presentation was entertaining as well as

informative, but the program he was disucssing was totally irrelevant
to our needs and our situation."

The effect on the staff, as identified

by my friend, was a sense of impotence and frustration.
As Kozol (1972, pp. 26-27) has established, this scenario is not

atypical.

Too often, he asserts, outside consultants are too expensive,

not accountable to the system, too theoretical, involved for the short

term only, and are not themselves implementors.
of change-agent programs (Mann,

1976)

,

it was

In a more recent study

observed that all projects

dropped their outside consultants after the first year because they were
not available, responsible or credible enough to succeed.
It would,

of course, be unfair and inaccurate to categorize all

consultants in this way.

It

should also be remembered that in many

way as
cases their consulting role has been defined for them in such a

longer-range impact.
to prevent them from being more involved and having
If

Fox
consultants are to be successfully involved, note Lippitt and
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(1971), their involvement should include planning, managing activities,

follow-up and evaluation

(p.

147).

While the literature is often critical of the role of consultants,
there is also considerable discussion of their utility.
I HE

What is true of

faculty, concerning the value of their input because of their

objectivity and independence, can also be true for the private consultant.
Derr (1976) has observed that external consultants can be more objective
than in-house staff because they are less captured by the system.

Another advantage which is often afforded the external consultant is
direct and frequent access to the administrators at the top of the

decision-making hierarchy.

Likewise, Havelock and Havelock (1973) have

argued that an effective change process requires outside resource
linkages, and contend that input from outside interveners provides the

system with "fresh" sources of knowledge and information.
My position on the use of private consultants is influenced by

Goodlad's warning that it is unwise to place primary or even significant
responsibility for staff development upon "non-school types."

Where it

is determined that there is a profitable balance between system (teacher)

needs and consultant expertise, involvement of the consultant should
come early.

The consultant must be accountable to the system, should,

to
in most cases, be involved for the long run, and must be available

the system upon demand.

Bases of Support

.

It

is

critical to the success of any program that

informal positions
people in positions of influence, who hold formal or
of power, support the program.-

In education, the people who individually
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or collectively exert educational leadership and who must be
considered

as bases of support for inservice programming are, in fact, a reason-

ably diverse population whose numbers include school board members,

superintendents, curriculum coordinators, principals, departmental
chairpeople, influential teachers, and the concerned public.
all the above are identified throughout

While

the literature as bases of

power, the discussion which follows considers only principals, teachers,

board members, and concerned public

—

those very groups which are often

neglected in discussions of leadership roles.

The Principal

.

The role of administrators in program development and

implementation is well established.

The principal’s role in this process

is often considered to be routinely administrative in nature, yet in

many ways it has proven to be unique.

Whereas the central office’s

(superintendent's) program leadership role is typically conceptual,
the principal's role is much more directly related to implementation.

The plan that is centrally conceived is decentrally implemented in each
'

individual school, and the success of implementation is very much

dependent upon the individual principal's abilities, beliefs, and
prejudices.

Mann (1976), in reporting the results of

a

Rand Corporation study

of USOE-supported change-agent program, noted the following:

"The

projects which achieved the least of their own change-oriented agendas
did so in large part because building principals redirected or subverted

project efforts at the school building level"

(p.

328).

He further

projects,
indicated that few principals opposed district level initiation
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but balked considerably once they were introduced at the building

Mann also noted

level.

a

tendency among principals to oversee

budgetary expenditures in such a way as to short circuit project goals
and buttress the status quo.

He further reported a surprising re-

siliency on their part to "end-run" manuevers by the central administration.

As evidence of the total school control that a principal is able
to exert, Mann stated that once change agents "crossed the school’s

threshold, they worked with teachers chosen by the principal, on

problems identified by the principal, and with success determined by the

principal"

(p.

332).

On the positive side, he observed that the

principal's ability to reinforce and support a project can bring about
as dramatically positive results as they can negative when their support
is not there.

In regard to their ability to influence and control

programs, Mann warns that principals must be recognized as a critical
force

The importance of these observations, which support similar findings by Rubin (1969), is found in the testimony they offer to the

effectiveness of principals in facilitating, or inhibiting, program
development.

Specific methods for cultivating support for inservice

programs among principals is a topic that falls beyond the scope of this
study.

However, discussions of related issues within this study will

have application to engendering support from this group.

Teachers.

Another leadership force in the schools, perhaps more

of the administrative
frequently ignored than others because it is outside
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line,

is the teaching staff.

The importance of cultivating teacher

support for inservice programs is especially critical considering
that
it is teachers who comprise the major target population and ultimately

they who will determine a program's success or failure.

Teacher leadership affecting school policy can be manifest in

a

variety of ways, but as suggested by Lortie (1975), leadership stature
may not be derived from adherence to stated school goals.

Teachers can

be recognized as leaders by colleagues because of such diverse factors

as physical size, community involvement, and personality.

Whatever its

source, the informal power teachers routinely wield has been observed
by Kinnick et al.

(1957) as being tremendously influential.

Eliciting teacher support for reformed inservice programming, while
critical, cannot be expected to be engendered easily considering that
62% of a recent nationwide sample of teachers expressed their dissatis-

faction with what they have experienced as inservice education (Joyce
et al.,

ISTE,

1976,

II).

discussing teachers as

a

Another factor that must be considered when
leadership force concerns the role of teacher

organizations and the power they can bring to bear on program development.

If teachers in general will be "a hard sell," their organization-

al representatives will prove even more difficult, with 76% of them

expressing dissatisfaction with current inservice programs (Joyce et al.,
ISTE,

1976,

II).

Effective strategies for developing teacher support

for inservice programs are critical to the success of the delivery

system proposed in this study and will receive major attention throughout this text.
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The Board and the Public

.

A third source of educational leadership,

often not appreciated in terms of the impact it can have on program
development, is the school board (Asher, 1967, p. 37).

The traditional

emphasis of board members on "nuts and bolts" issues such as budgeting,
scheduling, and transportation, though important, has tended to over-

shadow interest in pedagogy and program planning.

The result has been

that board members possess insubtantial knowledge in these areas and,

consequently, are not in a position to critically evaluate programs
which, like inservice, could have significant impact upon the quality
of education.

When board members justify a decision to reject a teacher-center

proposal because, among other reasons, it might "have

a direct

bearing

on the teaching philosophies of participants" (Portland Press Herald,

March 30, 1978,

p.

9),

it becomes readily apparent that considerably

more must be done in the way of educating board members in areas relating to program conceptualization, implementation, and evaluation.

principals and teachers, the board can represent

a

Like

critical asset or

critical obstacle in inservice program development, dependent upon their

knowledge of and commitment to its purposes and objectives.

(For a

detailed discussion of programs aimed at educating the board, see
Miller, Note 1).
An attendant issue to establishing inservice as a priority among

board members is that of eliciting the support of the public at large.
Steig and Frederick (1969) have observed that the current era is

characterized more by criticism than support of the public school
system.

Educators recently s.urveyed concerning their impressions of
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obstacles to the reform of inservice education have noted, among other
things, that lack of public sensitivity to quality teaching is

problem (Joyce et al., ISTE, 1976, II).

a

major

As these statements suggest,

public appreciation for, and support of, inservice education is

a

significant factor affecting program adoption and/or continuation.
The impact of public opinion on education is especially strong

today, as evidenced by the alarm expressed nationwide by taxpayers when

confronted with increases in local taxes
education.

—

taxes needed to support

There is concurrent evidence to suggest that public funding

of inservice education for teachers who work nine months of the year is

unlikely to be seen by the public as an appropriate expenditure of tax

monies (Hite

&

Howey, 1977).

Recognizing this tendency, Haines (1973)

argues that an initial step in the planning process is to determine

whether a district is willing to support public relations campaigns to
engender community support.

The need for understanding and cooperation

between the schools and the public is obvious, Steig and Frederick (1969)
assert, and it is a tragedy that cultivating a quality relationship is
so often a failed goal of public education.
In conclusion,

educators bear a profound responsibility to develop

linkages among the schools, other social agencies, and key community

groups for the dual purposes of informing them about school programs and

obtaining their informed support of those programs.
Miles,

1957; and Watson,

Summation (Part

1,

(See Bishop,

1976;

1967).

Support).

The call for community involvement in

of chapter two
inservice programs brings to a close this first section
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We will briefly recap some conclusions and insights that this
discussion

has brought to our attention.

It has been stated that the quantity and

relative adequacy of financial support is an essential concern in

addressing support issues for change and reform.

It has been argued,

that greater attention should be paid to planning programs as opposed to

"inventing" them whenever "soft" monies suddenly make themselves available.

Greater attention to planning might, in the long run, ensure

greater financial commitment to viable programs.

Cooperative programming relationships are another important support
issue discussed in this section.

It was argued that efforts directed

toward the development of comprehensive inservice programs should include

collaborate relationships with appropriate individuals and agencies.
Of special importance in this regard are the roles of consultants and

institutions of higher learning.

It has been emphasized, however, that

the local system must exert ultimate control in such efforts.

Our discussion of bases of support has focused upon the roles of
principals, teachers, the school board, and the public.

These sectors,

though often overlooked, truly constitute a foundation upon which any

successful program must be built.

Thus it has been argued that inservice

education must be recognized and accepted as

a

pressing priorty in the

educational community and to that end the support of the educational
leadership must be enlisted; it has further been argued that the educabe
tion of the community at large, about the inservice issue, must

undertaken.
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Governance

The issues concerning the governance of inservice programming as
they will be discussed in the following pages relate to authoritative

direction and control in the general sense only.

The discussion of the

governance of inservice education throughout the literature centers on

which among a range of agencies interested in, and responsible for, the

enterprise should exert controlling influence.

Should it be state

departments of education through regulation, IHE's through degree granting programs, professional organizations through bargaining, or the LEA

through local imperative?
It is not within my purposes to pursue this discussion in this

study.

I

have, however, concluded that accountability for successful

ISE rests ultimately with the LEA and so, consequently, should primary

governance responsibility.
The governance issues which

I

will treat in this section include

the following:
(1)

program coordination

(2)

identity and role of planners

(3)

duration

(4)

participation patterns

(5)

incentives

Program Coordination

.

Many obvious questions arise concerning the design

inservice program, but
and implementation of a comprehensive, ongoing
question:
for me, Lippitt (1971) has raised the seminal

"Where within
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the existing definition of school personnel does there exist a role

which could adequately conceptualize, develop and coordinate such
program?"

(p.

45).

a

Although there was, and now continues to be, move-

ment in this direction, few schools have full-time training directors
and staffs.

Noting an illustrative incident where a school board

member, who was also a paper company president, discoverd this fact,

Lippitt recalls his incredulity.

"You mean to tell me" he said, "we

use better intelligence in producing paper than we do in raising better

kids?" (Lippitt, 1973).
Joyce et al.

(ISTE, 1976,

II), viewing coordination in the broad

sense, perceive it as a key ingredient to effective programming.

Indeed,

much of the literature contains statements attesting to the importance
of sustained and improved coordination of ISE such as those made by

Parker noted the vacuum in

Westby-Gibson (1967), and Monahan (1970).

inservice program coordination that would effectuate maximum involvement and smooth an

economical operation while minimizing conflict.

As noted earlier, there is no shortage of personnel who have

limited responsibility for inservice coordination and delivery and that
is,

in fact,

a major part of the problem.

As both manager and educa-

tional leader, the administrator is central to solving this dilemma.

Kozol (1972), while noting that providing ongoing inservice is

troublesome area, contends that it is

a

criterion for successful pro-

supervisor on
grams that they be followed up by a coordinator or

regular on-the-job basis.

a

a

Among the strategies he suggests for resolv-

acting as director of inservice
ing this problem is that an administrator,
often.
should be among the staff regularly and

Elaborating further,
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Kozol allows that administrative time constraints are currently

perceived to be legitimate excuses for spending limited amounts of time

with staff.

He suggests, however, that making regular faculty contact

on a five to twenty minute basis several times per week will give the

faculty a sense of confidence in the administrator and allow them to

successfully releate supervision with inservice.

There are many who

agree in principle with Kozol concerning the appropriateness of an

inservice coordinating role that is integrated within an administrative
role
There are several problems inherent in this relationship, however,
and two in particular stand out from the rest.

The first noted by

Bush (1971) is that the inservice teacher requires assistance and
supportive resource identification from an impartial "outsider"

outsider in this case meaning non-administrator.

—

Bush maintains that

"the evidence is quite conclusive that as now conceived, the administra-

tor is in too strong an authoritative role.

.

.

to also play a role as

an impartial objective expert who can help with the diagnosis of

instructional problems" (pp. 57-58).

Essentially, then, he contends

that there are substantial relationship barriers which prohibit the

administrators from functioning as an effective inservice coordinator
or facilitator.

Wolff,

problem.

in Havelock & Havelock (1973),

identifies the second major

Observing that administrative knowledge of existing research

is serously lacking,

that the task of acquainting oneself with the

local setting
available data and materials and matching them to the

duties is inconceivable, and
in addition to regular administrative
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further observing that the administrator probably lacks the

necessary facilitating skills and resources as well, he concludes
that an outside resource person is needed.

In effect then, Wolff

argues that the job of inservice program coordination is too involved
to be adequately handled by administrators (or for that matter other

educators) whose concurrent job responsibilities pre-empt them from

allocating sufficient time, energy and resources to the task.
(1971)

Sobol

has made the related observation that coordinators of inservice

must spend more time on that particular responsibility.
In an analysis of an ISE project conducted in the late sixties,

Rubin (1969) reached significant conclusions relating to the coordination of inservice programs.

It was his

belief that in a program of

inservice education, an on-site manager of the program is required.
He concluded on the basis of this and previous experience that the

principal could not serve effectively in this role.

Rather, Rubin

reached the conclusion that a teacher could best serve in this capacity
because of his or her ready acceptance by teaching peers and demonstrated ability to succeed at the task.

I

am inclined to believe, how-

ever, that this conclusion is diminished by the fact that it was based
on observation of a short-term project as opposed to an ongoing

program.

Although Rubin (1969) and Joyce et al., (ISTE, 1976, II) indicate
from peers, there
that teachers prefer to receive inservice assistance

appropriate role should be
is reason to believe that a teacher's most
facilitator rather than overthat of activity leader, instructor, or

all program coordinator.

This conclusion is based on information cited
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above (Wolff) that suggests that adequate time for program

conceptualization, planning, implementation, and evaluation cannot be
found in coordination with regular professional duties.

Evidence has

also been provided by Leino (1976) which indicates that while Finnish

teachers would have preferred to maintain responsibility for inservice
themselves, they lacked adequate knowledge in specialized areas and

expressed the desire that such control be left to the universities
or National Board of Schools.

Leino'

s

findings would appear to suggest

that teachers may lack the requisite combination of diverse skills,

background knowledge, sufficient time, and authority to develop more

comprehensive approaches to inservice education.

Lending weight to the

argument that something more is wanting in the way of program coordination are arguments presented by Lewis et al.,

(1957) and Miles (1957)

who argue for a stronger role in the area of program coordination.
As reported in the literature, there are new leadership roles emerging.

A definitive role has been created by the Providence, Rhode

Island school system.

It has

instituted a Division of Training and

Staff Development headed by an Assistant Superintendent

According

inservice directors are being added to the administra-

to Davies (1975)

tive team in a number of districts across the country.
as noted above,

.

a

Unfortunately,

hierarchy which ties ISE coordinators directly to

authority positions has serious liabilities as an inservice coordinating model.

Nevertheless, it does indeed seem apparent that a new role

of inservice coordinator must emerge

(Mead,

1971).

Because such a

position exists only rarely, there is a need to discuss the role
characteristics, personal, and professional, which an inservice
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coordinator might be expected to possess.

Meade (1971) has suggested

that such persons must know well the complex relationship between

learning and teaching, be able to diagnose strengths as well as needs
and be able to inspire those with whom they work.

Another function

of an inservice coordinator would be to provide clear benchmarks of

progress for the staff as they participate in ISE activities for, as
Edelfelt and Johnson (1977) have observed, one of the historical
factors inhibiting educational change is that teachers often find it

difficult to recognize progress as it is occurring.

Other important

functions of this position include providing a network among persons

throughout the system as well as access to needed resources.

An

inservice coordinator should identify appropriate experts, bodies of
knowledge, and innovations, and provide resource linkages with other

socializing systems or parts thereof found in the community.

These

role responsibilities might be similar to those of resource and

development divisions of industrial corporations.
Davies (1975) reports the following description of an inservice
leader's functions as identified by the Delaware, Ohio schools:

Inservice Leader
(1)

(2)

Analyst /Counselor Function - to use the analysis
procedures and processes incorporated in the inservice program and to assist teachers to look
into their teaching behavior and to recognize
the consequences of that behavior.

Teacher Function - to explain the analysis
procedures and processes used in the inservice
programs and to provide teachers with the skills
for each analysis and improvement strategy.

(3)

Mediator of Research Function - to assist teachers
in bridging the gap between the findings of research
and the classroom.

(4)

Program Administrator - to develop a climate within
each school for acceptance of the inservice Drogram;
to motivate teachers to make a commitment to the
program; and to make the necessary logistic arrangements to support the program properly.

Ditosto (1976) identifies the following inservice coordinator
role functions:

liaison, manager, teacher, suoervisor, and program

developer
An inventory of some of the desirable personal characteristics
for an inservice coordinator include the following:

Personal Considerations

commitment to participatory democracy

(1)

a

(2)

inquisitiveness about human phenomena

(3)

a

(4)

sympathy

(5)

intelligence

(6)

low need for personal power

predisposition toward interaction with others

Educational Considerations
Knowledge of
(1)

political and social systems theory

(2)

school government, history and philosophy of education

(3)

organizational theory

(4)

small group theory and operation

(5)

resource systems
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Skill Considerations
(1)

ability to diagnose formal and informal power structures

(2)

analysis of subsystem ideologies

(3)

problem solving

(4)

supervision

(5)

curriculum development

(6)

research methodology

(7)

evaluation methodology

(8)

diagnosis ability

(9)

ability to work cooperatively

(See Havelock & Havelcok, pp.

144-148, adapted from Tye)

In presenting this description of skills, background, and personal

characteristics that might characterize an inservice coordinator,

I

am

not suggesting that any one person should be .expected to satisfy all
the considerations noted.

A coordinator with an effective blend of

personal and professional skills will, as Meade (1971) has indicated,
be rare.

However, he continues to say that the need for such special-

ists has become manifest, that people with sufficient talents are

available, and used in this role, they could generate great improve-

ments in the growth of education in the nation's schools.
Wolff in Havelock and Havelock (1973) has identified a program
for the education of knowledge-utilization specialists that

I

believe

could be adopted as a model for the education of inservice program

coordinators.

Whether inservice education coordinators come from the

ranks of administrators, teachers, consultants, state departments, or

college faculties is irrelevant.

What is relevant is that they
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demonstrate many of the traits noted above.

Therefore,

I

omitted mention of specific professional experience which

nator should have prior to assuming this role.

have
a

coordi-

The illustration

below provides a graphic description of the professional characteristics that

I

believe are fundamental to the fulfillment of this position.

Table

1

COMPONENTS OF EFFECTIVE COORDINATION

EFFECTIVE INSERVICE EDUCATION COORDINATION

UNDERSTAND

IDENTIFY
AND MEET
NEEDS

ISE

AND THE
SCHOOL
CULTURE

ORGANIZE
AND
COORDINATE
THE
PROGRAM

INVOLVE STAFF
BELIEVE IN THE STAFF

Planning

One of the most maligned aspects of traditional inservice

.

practice concerns the planning process used to determine inservice
activities.

Joyce et

al.

(ISTE,

1976,

II)

have observed that typical-

ly there is a decided lack of teacher input in the inservice planning

process.

Schmeider (1972) has asserted that the teacher is woefully

underutilized as a resource for change.

The tendency to have outside-

teachers
oriented change agents and innovations imposed upon schools and
have gone unrecoghas, according to Schmeider, meant that real needs

nized and unmet.

Instead this approach results in the classic case of
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solutions in search of problems and programs neither
needed nor

appreciated by the staff.
Edelfelt (1976) summarizes teacher reaction to administratively

controlled inservice noting that:
Teachers are fed up with the inservice education they had
prescribed for them at colleges, in the school district
and elsewhere.
They are now able to negotiate better
circumstances through the collective power of their
organizations. Teachers want inservice education, but
they want it to be relevant to their professional duties
and responsive to their needs, and they want a voice in
the decision making (p. 2).

Kinnick et al. (1957) drew similar conclusions some twenty years earlier
arguing that teachers tend to resent programs planned by administrators
and required of teachers.

Leino (1976), too, has cited situations where inservice education

programs are planned for teachers without their input.

He observed in

those cases that those responsible for planning were handicapped in
their task because they were attempting to meet teacher needs without

involving teachers in either identifying their needs or determining
how they might most efficiently be satisfied.
The attitude that administrators inherently know what is best
for teachers and consequently should prescribe programs to meet those

needs is neither new nor is its pervasiveness dramatically diminishing.

Too often administrators, in both direct and subtle ways, continue to
exert controlling influence over inservice planning (Brimm and Follett,
1974).

Teachers who are confronted with such circumstances will often

go along with what has been planned for them and the administrator is

satisfied that progress is being made.

However Havelock (1973) has
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cautioned that "where there is an unequal distribution of power, the
appearance of change may be brought about by the compliance of the

weaker party without the commitment necessary for lasting effectiveness" (p

.

57)

.

The appearance of change, versus a commitment to change, is a

significant distinction which educators dealing with the change or

program development process must be aware of.

Westby-Gibson (1967)

suggests there will be greater acceptance of new ideas if teachers are

given opportunities to participate with administrators in planning.
Furthermore, she contends that the staff is more likely to accept new

practices if they are involved in both hypothesis-making and testing
innovations as well as receiving innovations.

This assertion is

supported by Havelock and Havelock (1973) who indicate that "in training situations helpees allow influence from the helper to the extent
that they see themselves able to influence the helper

—

e.g. the

relationship needs to be reciprocal, not dependent one way or the
other"

(p.

55).

Bell and Peightel (1976), Jensen et al.

(1978), Haines

(1978), and Mohr (1977) all argue in a similar vein.

Kable and Gray (1975) have identified four spin-off benefits of

involving teachers with other appropriate specialists from the earliest
phases of planning.

They argue that such a planning scheme is likely

to:
(1)

(2)

build a high degree of acceptance into the implementation
(builds
of decisions resulting from the planning process
innovations)
new
confidence in the

establish valuable contact with constituent groups during
the process of data collection
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(3)

make observations and gather information which
increases
planners' knoweldge, improve their skills or modify
their
attitudes during the process of data collection

(4)

develop a personal commitment to the plans on the part of
individual staff members

Those who have observed and attested to the benefits of central

teacher involvement planning in actual case studies include Mohan and
Hull (1975), Rubin (1969), and Woods (1967).
There are, as McKague (1976) has observed, those who are concerned
that an enlarged role for teachers in planning will ultimately result
in outright teacher control of inservice education.

Indeed, there are

arguments such as those expressed by Bremon and Follett (1974) that
teachers should comprise a numerical majority of any inservice planning
committee.
some.

McKague professes less concern about program control than

However, there is evidence that suggests that virtually all

interested parties see themselves exerting greater influence on planning
than might be thought appropriate (Joyce et al., ISTE, 1976, II).

Teacher organizations in particular have argued for

a

greatly

increased role for teachers in all aspects of inservice delivery.
as for outright control on the local level, Luke

But

(1976), who served as

director of an NEA inservice project, notes that control is unlikely
and runs contrary to the principle of collective bargaining which

implies give and take.

Luke prefaced his remarks on the relationship between bargaining
and control with a discussion of another "problem area" affecting the

acceptance of shared responsibility for inservice planning.

He has

observed that no perfect formula for cooperative decision making has
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yet emerged, and has identified a major contribution
to this circum-

stance, that being that teachers as members of decision
making groups
are usually part-time volunteers, taking on these responsibilities
in

addition to teaching duties.

In contrast, he notes that administrators

with whom they will be serving on advisory and planning committees are
employed full time to serve in this function and were selected to fill
their positions because of their experience and skills in administra-

tion and planning.

Additionally, administrators have immediate support

resources such as discretionary budgets, secretaries, telephones, as
well as direct access to the "top" decision makers.

These circumstances

further define their relationship with teachers as being one between

separates and unequals.

Finnegan (1972) appears to have observed

manifestations of this problem, noting that even where teachers had
greater roles in planning and development, they felt a need for more
involvement
A more direct criticism of the conecpt of shared planning of

inservice programs comes from Kozol (1972), who has declared his

opposition to dependence upon committees to accomplish planning tasks.
In his opinion, committees are too time consuming, too costly, and too

frustrating.

Rather, he recommends that decisions should be made by

the respective administrators, who, he advises, should give due consi-

deration to staff thinking and desires.
The obvious response to Kozol is that the practice he recommends
is now,

and has for some years, been dominant and ineffectual.

Further-

more, his complaint of the costliness and inefficiency of committees

(because they often move at a f rustratingly slow pace for an
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administrator with a timetable for implementation) must
be tempered
by the realization that development of sound professional
development

programs simply takes time.

It might also be added that planning,

itself, is a worthwhile inservice activitv.

Regardless of the restraining forces which will have serious

implications for effectively involving teachers in the planning/decision

making process, advocacy for them throughout the literature

is over-

whelming (Harris and Bessent 1969; Jensen et al. 1978; Draba 1975;
Hite 1977; Sobol 1971; Thorne n.d.; Moffitt 1963; Westby-Gibson 1967).
In sum, a predominance of theory and evidence clearly emerges

demanding that

"

.

.

.we must have teachers

who are self directive;

who participate in the organization of their own improvement" (Rubin,
1969, p.

The message then seems clear:

3).

"The inservice programs

that have the best chance of being effective are those that involve

teachers in planning and managing their own professional development

activities

.

Duration

Inservice education,

.

.

."

(Lawrence,

yet in most cases it is not.

1974, p.

I

17).

believe, should be an ongoing process,

It is usually short-term,

project specific,

disjointed, and unrelated to the regularities of schooling.

Strangely,

the literature often does not address the term or duration of in-

service education.

This may be because it is perceived as obviously

ongoing, or it may be for exactly the opposite reason.

It also may be

because the length of the program may not be perceived as
issue.

a

critical

However, my research has led me to conclude that the duration

and ongoing nature of inservic-e education are considerations integral
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to its success as a coherent program.

(It

is well to recall the

differences between "program" and "activities"
discussed in chapter
one.)

Although Joyce et al.

(ISTE,

1976,

II)

reveal that 43% of

a

nationwide sample of educators have indicated that the primary
function of inservice programming should be to provide effective
profes-

sional development for teachers on a continuing basis, this has
not

been borne out in practice.

Mann (1976) has cited the tendency among

staff to see the typical short-range program as a short-lived program.
The result, Mann observes, is that the staff often assumes a fatalistic

view of the program and approaches it with
casualness.

a

discernable degree of

Noting the tendency of administrators to use inservice

as a means of crisis solving, Burk (Note 21) asserts that this is where

"programs wander widest from the mark"

(p.

5).

Kozol (1972) has

observed that teachers are often reticent about experiencing instructional supervision, especially from principals, and has deduced that

their discomfort is rooted in the infrequency of supervisory contact.
As a consequence, he has concluded that useful integration of super-

vision with classroom instruction is unlikely until the presence of
supervisors in the classroom is

a

frequent phenomenon

—

a

phenomenon

which could be realized with ongoing inservice education.
The unfavorable considerations noted by Joyce, Burk and Kozol all

relate in differing, but essential, ways to the duration of the inservice program, and all are characterized by what might be labeled "the

short-term approach to inservice education."
us

Change theorists offer

insight into the lack of success realized by short-term inservice
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activities.

Havelock’s (1973) observations that "innovations
which

last are those which become a part of the way of life"
(p.

suggests the need for an ongoing process.

134)

Dewey pointed to the

advantages of reassessment on an ongoing basis.

He suggested that it

is both reasonable and desirable for educators to find their
security,

not in an unchanging pattern of habit and routine, but rather in a

process of continual inquiry supported and encouraged by the institution (Miel, 1946).
The literature on inservice education concurs, for the most part,

with the more theoretical assumptions just noted.

Numerous educators

see the need for continuity in inservice education and thus voice the

need for an ongoing process.

Some of these points of view will now be

summarized.

Bush (1971) has argued that education must permeate the whole

educational experience.

He asserts the need exists for continual needs

assessment, program development, and feedback through the inservice

program design.

Sobol (1971) has concluded from his research that

inservice programs should function on a year-round basis.
Goddu, Crosby, and Massey (1977) and Mohr (1971) have included in

their definition of inservice education the condition that the program
be ongoing.

In their argument for continuous programs of professional

growth, Bell and Peightel (1976) have noted that change occurs over a

prolonged period of time and is not a result of intermittent training
sessions.

Draba (1975), and Lippitt and Fox (1971) have expressed

similar positions in their arguments for ongoing inservice education.
Likewise, one of the underlying principles of Canadian provincial
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inservice education is that "inservice should be
viewed as a process
for continuous professional renewal" (McKague,

1976).

Edelfelt (1976) has included as a criterion for
inservice program

development at the local level the condition that
professional growth
must be seen as part of the pre-service inservice continuum.

He argues

that learning to teach with competence is a never-ending process

requiring institutional as well as personal involvement.

Edelfelt

summarizes his position on this issue by arguing that competence is
developed only as the result of a constant effort to make professional
improvement a career-long process.

Clearly such points of view as those summarized above suggest
that educators sense a need for ongoing inservice programs.

I

would

now like to suggest some reasons why this need is especially felt
today.

In order to illuminate this issue, changing conditions in the

community, technology, and the political climate will be considered.
The communities our schools serve vary greatly.

"No single work-

shop or inservice program could meet the needs of an inner-city

school, a suburban school, a school comprised of bilingual children or
a rural school"

(Sawyer, Girard, and Wiegand,

1977, p.

111).

Further-

more, these varied communities are themselves subject to rapid changes.

Sawyer et al.

(1977) have noted that children in a particular community

reflect the changes in that community:

labor problems, changing

economic bases, and social structures of affected areas are all consi-

derations of change.

Schools,

in order to deal with rapid community

change, must keep abreast of them.

A coherent program of inservice

education would be an invaluable tool in this effort.

That the program
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should be ongoing in the midst of rapid change seems apparent.

Transitory inservice activities could not deal effectively with the
language

,

cultural and economic problems which beset communities in

time of transition.

a

Short-term inservice activities could provide

neither the needed follow-up nor the needed adaptability.

Technological changes and rapid advances in knowledge also support
the need for ongoing inservice education.

At the present time, such

changes are usually dealt with in a piecemeal fashion at staff meetings
and teacher conferences.

However, Jensen, Bets, and Zigarmi (1978)

appear to suggest from their comments that an ongoing process would
be a more effective way of dealing with complex changes.
al.

(1977)

have,

Sawyer et

in a similar fashion, called for a program flexible

and long-range enough to allow for experimentation and program adap-

tation and manipulation by teachers.
Two of the conclusions drawn from a survey taken by Jensen et al.
(1978)

in South Dakota shed added light on the need for ongoing in-

service education in helping educators keep pace with technological
changes and rapid advances in knowledge.

These conclusions suggest

that inservice programs should be continuous and ongoing and should be

subjected to continuous evaluation and follow-up.

Concerns for

continuity and maintenance expressed in these results could be assumed
to reflect, at least in part, pressures teachers feel regarding changes
in their areas of expertise as well as in the profession in general.

Changes in the political climate further dramatize the need for

continued inservice education.

In a workshop resource book,

the

prepare
National Education Association (1981) has alerted teachers to
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themselves for attacks against their teaching methods and against
the
textbooks they use in the classroom.

Today, a strong political

emphasis on accountability and censorship issues demand that teachers
become evermore sophisticated in legal and political matters.

The NEA

advises teachers to defend themselves against possible assaults from

well-organized interest groups bent on harming public education.

NEA

guidelines include the following:
(1)

Make sure your school system has a set of textbook
adoption procedures and written list of criteria
for selection.

(2)

Make sure your department has a written philosophy
incorporating the rationale for all materials
taught

(3)

Make sure you have good reasons for what you teach
and are able to explain the reasons to others.

(A)

Make sure you involve parents in whatever ways you
can in order to build trust, communication, and
cooperation.

(5)

Make sure you know your constitutional and contractual
rights.

(6)

Make sure that if the problem is large, you consider
going public (1981, p. 33).

In order to comply with such guidelines, and to acquaint themselves

with pertinent legal and political issues, teachers need sustaining
support structures, not short-term measures.
In conclusion,

it

can be said that inservice education should be

considered ongoing and that
school - educat ion setting.

it

should become an integral part of the

The inadequacies of short-term inservice

education have been outlined in this study and indeed are apparent
schools throughout the country.

It has been shown that there is a

in
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theoretical basis for ongoing inservice education as well as
popular
support among many educators.

governance issue

Now we are ready to turn to another

patterns of participation in inservice education.

Patterns of Participation

.

Voluntary participation in inservice

education versus mandatory participation is
There are two dominant perspectives:

a

key programming issue.

that dealing directly with the

literature of inservice education and that dealing with change theory.
The former is directly related to and is based on observation of

educational practices; the later is non-specific regarding setting and
purpose, but speaks to the general issue of motivation, adaptation,
and resistence to change.

Both perspectives help clarify the issue,

so each will be examined in this section.

A policy of encouragement to participate versus a mandate that
one must participate connotes significant differences which can ulti-

mately play a crucial role in determining program acceptance or
rejection by the staff.

Unlike the inservice literature on many other

program features examined in this study, the inservice literature
regarding participation patterns is quite balanced:

it presents a

relatively equal number of arguments for and against compulsory
inservice programs.

A summary of the arguments for compulsory

inservice education found in educational literature will be presented
f

irst

Joyce et al.

(ISTE,

1976,

II)

cite some of the strongest evidence

attesting to the effectiveness of mandating staff participation in
inservice programs.

Their findings indicate that members of the
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profession see the issue of required participation by teachers
in an

overwhelming positive light.

Statistically, it was reported that

than two - thirds of all the interviewees agreed with this senti—

The highest percentage of those in favor of mandatory programs

were school administrators (74 percent), followed by teachers (68
percent)

Luke (1976) reports similar findings from an NEA (National

Education Association) pilot program entitled "Teacher Centered Professional Development."

He found that a controlling principle of ISE

from a teacher’s perspective is the belief that participation in
inservice education should be so integral to every instructional posi-

tion that it should be a condition of employment.

This position, which

in effect, calls for contractual provisions for inservice participation,

may be the ultimate testament of the faith some educators place in the
power of mandated programs to promote professional growth.
Howey (1977) feels that teacher participation should be mandated
but financially compensated, but he also cautions that commitment from

teachers may depend more upon such factors as personal beliefs,

reasonable roles, and evidence of utility in the classroom.
In contrast to the views outlined above, many educators feel that

participation in inservice programs should be voluntary.

Brearley

(1972), an advocate of voluntary participation, contradicts Howey's

assertion that extrinsic motivators, such as decree or payment, are
suitable mechanisms for eliciting participation in professional growth
activities.

She is more inclined, however, to agree with his point

attained
that committed and continuing involvement by teachers can be
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only through programs which strive to meet intrinsic or personal needs.

Others who argue for the effectiveness of voluntarism include

Graubard and Rosenberg (1974) who may be somewhat optimistic in their

assertion that when free to choose between alternatives people will
accept responsibility for their actions.

Their argument is reinforced

by Bell and Peightel (1976) who have indicated that voluntary inser-

vice programs lead to more effective participation among teachers than
do compulsory programs, and that, in addition, voluntary programs tend
to be more individualized.

Data collected by Mann (1976) confirm the

arguments of Graubard and Rosenberg, and Bell and Peightel.

In the

project Mann reviewed, volunteers received preferred treatment by
project staff members; they related to one another as friends; there was
a sense of

congeniality and sharing and the initial training was easy

to conduct and expedite.

Draba (1975), placing an emphasis on the role of the individual,

contends that

if

it

is the individual teacher who is to derive the main

benefit from the study of a pedagogical problem through inservice, that
same teacher should decide whether he/she has a sufficient need to

warrant joining in a given inservice activity.
tion

"Voluntary participa-

requires the teacher to make the initial commitment," and he

contends

".

.

.

individual commitment is a key to success"

(p.

369).

Draba also argues that voluntary participation leads to intrinsic
individual motivation which he obviously feels is preferrable.

Experiences reported from other countries favor voluntary inservice education.

The English experience, mentioned by several

indicate that
scholars (Watkins, Brearley, and others), seems to
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reliance on voluntarism has been programmatically effective and

fundamentally superior to mandated participation.

Deen (1976),

reporting on an inservice education project in Sweden, noted that
majority of teachers preferred inservice participation to be

a

a

volun-

tary act and that as a result maximum involvement is achieved.
As might be expected, not all inservice literature on participa-

tion patterns can readily be classified as pro or con relative to the

compulsory inservice issue.

For example, Mann (1976), through generally

predisposed to voluntary programs, noted complications which resulted

from the special relationship developed between staffers and volunteers.
Most significantly, the staffers found that techniques used with volunteers did not succeed with non-volunteers (who were not already

"believers").

Mann’s observation indicates a problem which might be

inherent in voluntary programs

—

that is, voluntary programs might

divert attention away from teachers who are reluctant and less motivated, precisely those teachers who need the most attention.
I

will turn now from literature dealing specifically with patterns

of participation related to ISE to literature dealing with more theore-

tical and broadly based considerations

—

considerations which,

however, will illuminate the specific issue of inservice participation.

This body of literature concerns theories of change and addresses issues
of motivation, adaptability, and resistence.
In regard to motivation, Havelock and Havelock (1973) have noted

that an individual is most likely to change when he or she personally

opts into a program.

Self-applied innovation, according to them, will

long-term
have the strongest user commit-ment and the best chances for
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survival.

Their theories of adaption suggest that
voluntarism

provides the level of sustained commitment needed
for

a

comprehensive

ongoing program to succeed.

Havelock and Havelock discuss many theories which have
implications
for this discussion.

In a discussion of the "social interaction pers-

pective" of change, they point to the effectiveness of "informal
opinion
leaders
leaders

in facilitating (or inhibiting) programs of change.

—

Such

who in the case of inservice education programs probably

would be teachers

—

play a crucial role in the success of

a

program.

By either supporting or objecting to developments, respected teachers

often mandate success or failure of inservice education programs.

Cultivating the support of "informal opinion leaders" is no doubt an
important consideration in adopting both voluntary and mandatory

inservice programs to a particular educational setting

—

though it

might be argued that support is not often elicited by decree

—

that

is, by mandatory programs.

Resistance to change is a central concern in the implementation of
any innovative program.

Watson (1967) recalls Kurt Lewin's emphasis

on the importance of neutralizing such resistance and suggests seeking

ways through which to free the naturally productive drives within the
faculty.

Watson concludes that "resistance will be less if partici-

pants feel their autonomy and their security are not threatened"

Kinnick et al. (1957) suggest voluntarism may be

a

(p.

23).

way of dealing

effectively with both known resistors and potential resistors.

Watson sheds light on another aspect of resistance to change.
argues that in the long run, resistors are likely to be brought into

He
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line by the peer group.

regarding

This leads us to recall Havelock's contention

informal opinion leaders," which suggests that these

leaders can play a crucial role in offsetting resistance.

After considering the literature dealing with participation
patterns, including several perspectives relative to theories of change,
I

am of the opinion that there are credible arguments on either side of

the mandatory versus voluntary controversy.

While a resolution might

appear elusive, my conclusion is that because there is substantial

credibility in both arguments, both points-of-view must be incorporated into any solution.

The position of administrators, teachers, teacher

organizations, and institutions of higher education calling for

mandatory participation in inservice indicates a commitment by the
profession of continuing education and, therefore, their arguments are
compelling.

However, the arguments that intrinsic motivation, free

choice, and responsibility for one's own growth are essential conditions
for learning are equally compelling.

Therefore, it is my conclusion

that individual participation in the inservice program of LEA should

appropriately be mandated by the controlling agents.

It

is

equally

important, however, that sufficient alternative modes of participation
in inservice activities be

identified or invented to account for

legitimate individual teacher needs within the LEA, and that each
teacher should have the right to elect participation in activities of

his/her choice.

It should also be noted that activities,

in this case,

must include those proposed by the individual teacher as well as those

provided by the LEA and others.

An effective means for holding teachers

accountable in the pursuit of self identified and initiated inservice
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is the management by objective (MBO) procedure.

Briefly stated, the

MBO process requires specifying progressive objectives
in pursuit of a
final goal.

Each objective is stated in measureable or observable

terms and is given a specific calendar date for accomplishment.

Progress on meeting the established objectives is monitored by

a super-

visor (in this case the program coordinator) to assure progress and
provide assistance.
In concluding my discussion of participation patterns,

that another aspect of this issue needs to be addressed.

I

believe

So far, my

comments have been more or less confined to teacher or "staff" participation, not administrators’ participation.

It

is my contention that

administrators should not only help plan programs but they must participate in them along with teachers.

Such participation promotes

professional growth in administrators, enhances their commitment to
programs by making them aware of program problems and strengths, and
defines them as role models for the rest of the staff.

I

believe that

a thoughtful reading of the literature supports these conclusions.

Below,

I

have summarized studies and observations made by prominent

educators regarding the importance of administrative participation in
inservice education.

Miel (1946) has argued that too often administrators think in
terms of educating others, and it doesn’t occur to them that they too
have need for continued growth, certainly no less so than teachers.

Likewise, Mohr (1971) concluded a study of inservice related to

desegregation and reading programs in Florida by saying, "principals
should most certainly be involved in an inservice program, for without
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their support and cooperation, implementation of any innovative

procedures is almost impossible.

They need to be actively involved as

learners and leaders" (p. 74).
The need for administrators to continually learn and grow has
also been emphasized by Asher (1967) and Moffitt (1963).

Moffitt has

observed that "if the administrators role is most complex, this only
adds to the claim the he or she has the greatest need for inservice

education" (p. 54).

Moffitt identifies six factors which support this

statement and in abbreviated form they are outlined below:
(1)

the trend toward increasingly complex educational programs

(2)

the demand for new thinking and behavior

(3)

criticisms of public education, demanding the development
of new insights and interpretations

(4)

the need to make better use of staff resources

(5)

the need for continuous research

(6)

the need to play a greater role in human relations both
in and out of school (pp. 54-55).

Participation not only promotes professional growth for administrators, but it also commits them more fully to the program they partici-

pate in.

A teacher who participated in an unsuccessful pilot

inservice program offered the following:

"I think it unfortunate that

the administrative figures were missing from many of the meetings and

workshops.

I

think their presence would probably be one of the key

factors in long term carry-over of involvement in any such program"
(Edelfelt and Johnson,

1977, p.

34).

This comment indicates that

teachers see a significant correlation between administrative
and
visibility (by virtue of their presence at inservice activities)
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their level of commitment to the program.

While active participation strengthens the commitment
of administrators, it also affords them an opportunity to serve
as role models
to their staff.

Miel (1946) and Watson (1967) indicate that adminis-

trators have a responsibility to inspire the staff.

In order to

accomplish this administrators must demonstrate that they too aspire
to higher levels of learning.

Due to the
find

positions outlined above and my own observations,

I

this discussion on participation patterns in inservice education

by promoting shared participation in inservice programs.

Their success

is dependent upon a shared sense of ownership and responsibility which
I

believe is best accomplished when administrators are participants as

well as planners.

Incentives

.

Closely related to the issue of participation patterns is

the issue of incentives.

Much of the rationale of incorporating

voluntary selection of activities within an inservice program hinges
on providing incentives that will encourage the staff's committed

participation.

The issue of providing specific incentives or rewards

for staff inservice participation is one that has received consider-

able discussion in the literature.

I

find the literature overwhelm-

ingly supports the proposition that viable incentives are an essential

element in a successful inservice program.

The position taken by the

U.S. Office of Education, The Teacher Corps, and Western Washington

State College (An overview of a planning process, 1977) expresses
a sentiment shared by many educators:

"Most teachers will not
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participate willingly in inservice programs unless they
can perceive
that there is some outcome which is beneficial.

The Incentive will

vary from teacher to teacher, and it is important for everyone
to

understand his own incentives and those of others at the outset"
(p.

50).

This statement suggests not only the importance of incentives,

but also suggests that a diverse range of them should be available.

Change concepts formulated by theorists Havelock and Havelock
(1973)

are in accord with the above statement.

They have referred to

the preeminence of the reward or incentive structure as it relates to

the success of change-oriented programs.

They cite as

assumption that "anticipated profit (reward)
diffusers and users of innovations"

(p.

35).

is a

a

fundamental

major incentive for

They have further cited

the "management of the reward system as the crucial element in change"
(p.

35).

This concept, they note, is well documented by psychological

research.

Although there is little controversy about the need for incentives,
debate on exactly which kinds of incentives prove most effect-

there

j_s

ive.

Some researchers stress the need of extrinsic rewards to motivate

participants.

Extrinsic rewards, in this context, refer to monetary

compensation, academic credit, time off and so forth.

Other research-

ers emphasize the importance of Intrinsic rewards including such

intangible benefits as self-esteem and growth.
this issue

—

Various arguments on

typical of those found throughout the literature will

now be summarized.
There are those who call openly for the provision of monetary

benefits for participation in inservice programs.

This position is
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often taken in the Croft Leadership Folio where, among others,

programs in Cleveland, Ohio

B3)

(p.

and Warwick, Rhode Island (p. B7)

have been cited for making successful use of this incentive (See

Reyburn, 1973 and Thorne, 1968).

Cobb (1973) indicates that monetary

rewards have been successful motivators in an inservice project in

Jefferson City, Kentucky schools.

Mann (1976), however, has reported

that while they are not a significant factor in starting training,

material rewards were useful for retention over time.

Confirming

Mann’s findings that monetary rewards are not of initial interest to
teachers, Joyce et al.

(ISTE,

1976,

II)

have reported that although

it was expected that money would be a major issue among teachers,

money issues did not dominate teacher criticism of programs.
Money, it must be noted, might be the most obvious form, but it
is not the only form of extrinsic motivation.

Reliance upon inservice

recertification credits as a form of extrinsic reward cannot be overlooked.

Nicholson et al.

(ISTE,

1976,

mental inadequacy of such rewards:

III) have described the funda-

"The basic flaw in the traditional

incentive scheme is that the means (accumulation of inservice units)
has replaced the end (improved professional performance)"

(p.

93).

In

my opinion, this argument could be applied to any extrinsic reward

structure
Hite’s (1977) findings suggest that extrinsic rewards are insufficient by themselves; he therefore voices the need for both extrinsic
and instrinsic rewards

(p.

14).

Edelfelt and Johnson (1977), recog-

nizing the complexity of the incentive issue, argue that

reward means

additional freedom
more than monetary return, it -includes recognition,
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and new privileges" (p.

18).

Data which support the provision of

both intrinsic and extrinsic rewards have been cited by Stone
(1971).
In a study of librarians and their motivation for participating
in

inservice. Stone discovered that primary motives tended to be intrinsic
in nature.

Salary increase ranked only sixth in overall importance;

the five preceding factors were more intrinsic in nature.

Howey (1978),

Barbera (1976), and Gardner (1964) are among many who argue for

a

stronger emphasis on intrinsic incentives for participation in inservice
education.
In assessing the effectiveness of extrinsic motivators, Moburg
(1972) concludes that they don’t seem to be particularly effective, nor

do they appear to be practical in large-scale programs.

This suggests

that financial considerations are germane to this discussion.

While

the financial viability of an extrinsic (monetary) reward structure is

not directly related to a theoretical discussion of incentives, it is,

nevertheless, an important consideration when determining what incentives
are most appropriate for a particular school system.

Havelock and Havelock (1973) explore yet another aspect of intrinsic motivation.

They note that it can be critical that individuals

involved in change recognize reward for changing.

unable to identify the beneficial effects, they may

assuming they have failed.

If

individuals are
reject the effort,

This appears to suggest that the recogni-

tion of change occuring, in itself, provides incentive to continue

with the effort.
In a similar vein, Rubin (1969) declares,

"inservice education is

virtually useless if the objectives of the training program are not
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valued and rewarded

—

structure of school"
rewards

if

(p.

such as esteem

with nothing more than esteem

~

by the power

14).

This comment suggests that intangible

—

can be very important if they are appro-

priately articulated and supported.
It appears to me

that the resolution to the incentive issue lies

in a creative blend of extrinsic and intrinsic rewards.

Becasue in our

society financial reward is the most widely accepted form of recognition for "a job well done"; becuase it is important in a profession

which is often considered to be underpaid; and because

it has been

demonstrated (in certain circumstances) to be effective, it would appear
that monetary rewards have a place in the incentive-reward structure
of inservice education.

However, this position must be tempered by the

argument that more intrinsic means of motivation produce a more genuine

commitment and are more likely to elicit professional behavior on the
part of those involved.

Edelfelt (1976) hints at the need for a

creative blend of instrinsic and extrinsic rewards when he argues that

economic rewards and additional credentials are essential but others,
such as approbation and recognition, can be simple and yet effective.
In light of the discussion in the literature and in accordance with

the financial limitations faced by most school systems,

that a dualistic reward strucuture is most appropriate.

I

would suggest
However, due

to financial exigencies faced by virtually all school systems, extrinsic

rewards must be approached on

a

conservative and yet creative basis.

Any incentive system ultimately arrived at must accommodate itself to
the particular needs of individual schools and teachers and in so doing

facilitate the voluntary features of participation discussed earlier.
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For a reference to a reward structure which

I

endorse, see the

outline of a proposed comprehensive research program which

I

proposed

jointly to three Maine school systems Appendix A page 166.

Summation (Part

2,

Governance)

.

The preceding discussion of incentives

concludes the second part of chapter two.

My examination of governance

issues has led to the following recommendations:
(1)

It is necessary to define, create, and institutionalize
a position of coordinator for inservice education programs.

(2)

Inservice programs must be planned, developed, implemented,
and evaluated by teachers and administrators working in
this process together as colleagues and equals.

(3)

Inservice education should be designed and should function
as an ongoing program of professional development.

(4)

Ongoing participation in the larger inservice education
program should be mandated for all members of the educational
staff. The specific ways in which each member becomes
involved, however, should be sufficiently diverse in nature
to accommodate the personal and professional needs of the
staff and should be voluntarily selected by the individual.

(5)

Educational administrators at all levels have a professional
obligation to themselves and their staff to participate as
coequals with teachers, not only in the inservice planning
and development process, but also as learners in the ongoing activities of the inservice program.

(6)

Appropriate intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of a personal
and professional nature should be provided for those
participating in inservice education programs.

These recommendations lead to related issues of the design of

inservice educational programs.
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Design

The last of the three categorical issues
central to the reform of

inservice education concerns the design of the program.

Design issues

include the location and scheduling of programs, the
focus and nature
of activities, and provisions for feedback and followup
in the program.

Location.

The location of inservice programs is an important consider-

ation of design.

Where a program is conducted can potentially support

feelings of participation, or conversely, feelings of alienation.
Similarly, location can facilitate the implementation of a particular

program or obstruct it.

Debate over inservice location revolves around

those who favor programs in locations such as graduate schools or training centers and those who favor onsite locations.

It

is my

feeling that

there are convincing arguments, and a growing trend, which support on-

site locations as a means of involving teachers and the community, as a

way of facilitating implementation, as a method of economizing and, most
importantly, as a way of incorporating inservice education into the

regularities of schooling.

However, both sides of the discussion will

be presented.

Those who prefer that programs be conducted away from schools
argue that schools provide a rigid atmosphere and thus tend to inhibit
involvement.

Educators, according to this argument, should take the

lead from business and industry by selecting "fresh" sites for inservice

education.

Community centers, lounges, banquet halls, and theaters

should be used (Inservice Planning Manual, n.d.,

p.

15).

This argument
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implies that diversity can add an important dimension of attractive-

ness to a program.

There is some merit to this argument; the idea of

varying location might work well for supplemental activities.

However,

in regard to overall-site selection for an ongoing comprehensive

program, this argument is deficient.

One of the principal criticisms of inservice programs conducted at

colleges of education is that such programs are too far removed, both

physically and theoretically, from the "real world" of classroom
teachers.

I

have noted previously in this study that there is

a general

sense of resentment among teachers toward programs controlled by college
faculties.

This feeling of resentment has generated wide support for

shifting the location of inservice programs away from college campuses
to local school settings.

Such an arrangement, often referred to as

job-embedded programs, is supported by teachers for a number of reasons.
First, job-embedded programs are simply more convenient.

The

teacher is able to experience the inservice program during the school
day, at the school and in combination with regular teaching tasks.

The central advantage of the job-embedded approach lies in its unity

with the teaching role and its consequent economy, accomplishing several

purposes at one time.

Accordingly, surveys and studies show a strong

teacher preference for ISE delivered in this matter (Nicholson et al.
ISTE,

1976,

III).

Aside from the convenience on-site inservice programs afford
individual
teachers, such programs also offer them a greater chance to
ize their inservice activities.

As noted earlier, Schmeider (1972) has

underutilized.
observed that the resourcefulness of classroom teachers is
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In consequence, he advocates change which originates from
individual

teachers and works outward to draw resources into the classroom.

Bailey (1971) argues that job-embedded programs offer teachers an

opportunity to improve their school while at the same time they improve
their own professional skills which, he argues, is very much in line

with current needs.

Similarly, Howey (1978) cites the Child Study

Movement as an example of a school-based program that was successful in
increasing teacher skills in observation, diagnosis, evaluation, and
research, while at the same time expanding knowledge in the classroom
and even in the community setting.
In addition to better utlizing and supporting teachers, another

advantage of on-site inservice education is that it facilitates the

implementation of programs.

Watson (1967) has suggested that educators

would do well to consider the experience of agricultural agents
century ago.

a

They discovered, through trial and error, that the most

effective means of spreading the use of modernized farming techniques
was to develop on-site demonstration projects.

Through their exper-

iences, they learned that results observed first hand had credibility

that theoretical "imported change" did not.

In this regard, one could

argue that theory without "real world" consequences to bear it out is

quite useless.

Havelock and Havelock (1973) have observed that the more consistent the training setting is to the implementation setting the greater
the chances for success.

The logical extension of this theory would

the area of
suggest that on-site programs offer great advantages in

implementation.

Parker (1957> and Leino (1976) have reported similar
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advantages of school based inservice programs.
The contemporary need for community support,
especially in light
of a property tax support base for education,
speaks to the viability
of on-site programs from an economic perspective.

In this regard,

Howey (1978) predicts, "it seems likely that the job-embedded
orientation to inservice will continue to grow.

In a time of shrinking

monies, it offers a variety of rather economical alternatives.

It

can speak directly to the on-line needs of teachers and is more likely
to reflect the perceived priorities of the local community as well"
(p.

51).

Others who have argued for on-site programs for these and other

reasons include Barbera (1976), Lawrence (1974), and Larson (1974).
In view of the overwhelming evidence and testimony in favor of

on-site programs,

I

conclude that inservice programs should utilize

the school site as the primary location of inservice programs and their

component activities.

Scheduling

.

An issue closely related to on-site inservice programs, and

one that is often treated concurrently in the literature, is the issue
of released time.

The idea of releasing teachers from their classroom

duties in order to participate in inservice programs has, however,
stirred considerable more controversy.

include the following:

(1)

Arguments against released time

teachers will find interruptions in the

school day to be objectionable (Joyce et al., ISTE, 1976, II);
(2)

teachers will be too tired and distracted to effectively participate
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in released time programs (Ream,

1966)

(3)

;

administrators will find

released-time programs to be disruptive and costly (Haines,
1973).
Such arguments, however, are not well supported by research nor by

popular sentiment.

Although, it is true, teachers might foresee prob-

lems with the prospect of being away from their students during the

school day, it is equally true that most teachers prefer to have inservice education during the school day; furthermore, in a survey of

both teachers and administrators, lack of released time

is cited most

frequently as the greatest obstacle to the reform of current practice
(Joyce et al., ISTE, 1976,

As to the documented concern of teachers

II).

about being out of the classroom for inservices purposes,

it

is reason-

able to expect that if teachers are given assurances that released time
is well planned for and instruction is designed to progress in their

absence, their apprehension will lessen.

While lack of teacher stamina during the teaching day has been

raised as an issue, it is not a convincing objection to released time.

Mohr (1971) has argued that

a

major cause for ineffectiveness in tra-

ditional programs is that they are scheduled at the end of the school
day, when the staff is simply too tired to participate effectively.
He concludes therefore that the most effective inservice workshops are

conducted on released time or during the summer.
As regard to objections to expense and inconvenience on the part
of administrators, Haines

(1973)

argues that virtually all released

time activities are for the good of the school and the system, and are

responsive to shifts in program direction determined by the local
leadership.

As a consequence

*

he believes administrative leadership
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should recognize a responsibility to support staff needs to the
extent
they are financially reasonable.

It has also been argued that adminis-

trators should be creative in supporting the released time concept.

Toward this end, a Department of Health, Education, and Welfare document

entitled

Staffing for Better Schools" (1967) suggests ways for releas-

ing teachers with a minimum of expense.

These include utilization of

aides and volunteers, more flexible scheduling, and student tutoring.
As administrators become more adept at implementing and scheduling

released time, they should be expected to develop more favorable

attitudes toward it.

One of the most important incentives in this re-

gard is the positive attitude that will be promoted among the staff as

released time is utilized (see Comras and Masterman, 1972, and Draba,
1975)

Having cited and discussed the main objections to the use of

released time,

I

will review arguments made in its behalf.

Moburg (1972)

has cited a nationwide survey of educators which indicates that teachers

should be provided with released time for the purpose of participating
in inservice education programs.

Kinnick et al.

(1957) have referred to

an inservice program in which 153 teachers taking advantage of released
time were successful in a curriculum-revision project.

Edelfelt and

Johnson, in a summary of a project for teacher-designed reform of inservice, have reported a teacher statement indicating the worth of

released time:
.

.

"The released time for teachers was extremely valuable

probably the difference in making

participated" (1977, p. 31).

it

a good year for those

who

-Sobol (1971) has concluded from a review
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of the literature that more school time is needed to both plan and

implement inservice programs.

Successful experiences with the released time concept in other
fields such as business, industry, and health have led Hesburgh, Miller,
and Wharton (1973) to recommend that public civil employees should be

afforded released time to participate in professional development programs and should be encouraged to do so.

Recognizing the substantial

contributions released time can make to a program of inservice education,
Bell and Peightel (1976), Asher (1967), Barbera (1976), Edlefelt (1976),
and the Ohio Education Association (Inservice Planning Manual, n.d.)

among others have called for its implementation as
feature.

a

fundamental program

The prevailing sentiment is that "any school can if it wishes

arrange for the professional growth of its teachers as a regular part of
the workload" (Rubin,

12).

1969, p.

Focus and Nature of Activities

.

the activities which comprise it.

At the heart of a program’s design are

A question, and indeed controversy,

is should inservice activities focus upon students' needs,

needs, school needs, and system needs.

teachers'

My studies and observations have

led me to conclude that to be successful inservice activities must first

address teachers' needs.

I

have already discussed the importance of

teacher participation in planning inservice programs.

The focus of

activities on teacher needs is a closely related, but still different,
issue.

lead
That is, teacher participation in planning may or may not

address teacher needs
to the implementation of activities which truly
led to believe that their own needs
it may not because teachers can be
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should be subordinate to system, school, or student needs.

A major

outcome of this section will be to demonstrate that teachers' needs
should be the primary consideration of inservice activities at least
at the initiation of a comprehensive program, and that teachers' needs,
in turn, often reflect

(or will incorporate)

school needs, system needs,

and student needs.

Why Start with Teachers?

Rauh (1978) has argued that inservice activi-

ties must initially address teacher needs, even if they are at a very

low level, in order for teachers to gain confidence and acceptance.

The way teachers define their needs can be expected to progress from
narrow, perhaps selfish, concerns to broader more school based concerns
but that in order for this expansion to occur, immediate concerns must

first be addressed.

This discussion brings to the surface

a

criticism

often made when the subject of accommodating individual teacher needs
is discussed.

Many argue that teachers tend to pursue inservice acti-

vities which are menial, unchallenging, and unrelated to the overall
improvement of the curriculum.

In contrast to this concern, evidence

has been reported (Miel, 1946) which indicates that given adequate

support and encouragement, teachers, beginning with rather simple

technical problems, have enlarged the scope of their inservice studies
to more complicated considerations of philosophical issues relating
to improvement of the curriculum.

The key in this process, says Miel,

problems which
is that teachers begin in a pursuit of resolutions to

they view as being important.
teachers'
Another reason for centering inservice activities upon
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needs is presented by Sarason (1974) and Hite and Howey (1977).

Sarason suggests that as members of a helping profession, teachers are
placed in an on-going role of "giving."

This continual demand to give

is seldom sustained by reciprocity i.e.

"getting," and inservice acti-

vities from Sarason'
a way

s

view might well serve as

a

source of "getting"

—

for teachers to acquire the psychological and emotional affirma-

tion they so much lack and yet need

—

however, this can only occur if

they perceive that the activities address needs which they recognize
as their own.

Hite and Howey (1977) contend that teachers may well

have reached the saturation point for what they can add to their work
load.

Inservice activities which focus on teachers' needs lessen this

burden by supporting direct teacher needs through an inservice design

which is not unnecessarily obtrusive.

Developmental Stages

.

Given my position that the focus of inservice

activities should be teacher needs, the next question which arises is
One answer is to determine where, in the

how to address those needs.

course of their career experience, teachers are.

Yarger and Martens

(Note 21) have identified three general stages of development of the

working teacher:
teacher.

the initial,

the developing, and the experienced

According to Yarger and Martens, any program "to provide for

context,
the continuous development of teachers must consider that the

within which each of the

.

is dramatically different"

.

.

(p.

populations will receive their education,
12).

which
Howey (1978) cites a study of university faculty in

fessional growth developmental- pattern was observed.

a

pro-

He concludes that
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there is evidence to

suggest that this developmental pattern begins at

different times, proceeds at different rates, and culminates at different stages for different individuals" (p. 47).

Similarly, Westby-

Gibson (1967) found that "teachers vary greatly in their needs for

continuing education and have different needs at different points in
their careers" (p. 9).

Rubin (1971), Moffitt (1963), and Sarason (1974)

refer to the special inservice needs of "new" teachers, suggesting that

specific kinds of activities and support linkages be developed to meet
their unique needs at this critical stage.

All of these citations and

studies lend credence to the theory of developmental stages and point
to the need to consider these stages when designing activities for

inservice programs.

From a functional perspective, inservice activities should take
developmental stages into account by, for example, recognizing that an

overwhelming problem for new teachers tends to be maintaining consistent discipline.

Accordingly, an appropriate inservice activity for

new teachers might center on this problem.

On the other hand, develop-

ing teachers tend to have mastered school routines, but unfortunately
are often captured by them.

Such teachers often need activities which

renew their commitment to teaching and to their disciplines.

Activi-

ties which seek to define new meanings and explore new approaches to

teaching are especially pertinent to this teaching group.

Experienced

teachers likewise have special needs which the inservice program should
identify and accommodate.

Accommodating Individual Differences.

Closely related to the perspective
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of developmental stages is the proposition that individual
teacher

differences should be considered when designing activities for an
inservice program.

Individual differences, however, may or may not

stem from a particular developmental stage.

The U.S. Office of Educa-

tion, the Teacher Corps, and Western Washington State College have

pointed to other reasons for differences.

It has been noted that with-

in any school there will be teachers with different skills, interests,

and therefore needs.

In consequence,

it is important that it be recog-

nized that different teachers, like different students, learn differently.

Likewise, Rubin (1969) has argued that "there does not seem to be

any way to escape the need to individualize teacher inservice education.

Like their students, teachers learn at different rates, in different
ways, and through different experiences" (p.

16).

There is much support for the need to individualize inservice
activities.

The following statement pertains:

"We assume that learning

styles, learning rates, and what a person considers important to learn
in part constitutes the uniqueness of an individual.

We further assume

that providing a program that recognizes and accommodates these unique

differences is one way of fostering the development of self-directed,

self-renewing teachers" (Specification for a Comprehensive
pp.

3-9).

ment:

"It

.

.

.

1968,

The Inservice Planning Manual concurs with the above state[the program]

should be flexible to reflect the needs of

the community as well as the individual needs to the educators within

that school district" (n.d., p.

1).

Others that argue in a similar vein

include Bell (1975), Bell and Peightel (1976), Haines (1973) Lieberman
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(1978), Moburg (1972), Sobol (1971), Stone (1971), and Westby-Gibson
(1967).

These educators base their convictions both on theoretical

considerations and observation.

In spite of the obvious support for

accommodating individual needs in inservice activities, the policy
makers and executors of programs typically fail to hit the mark (recall
the summary disucssion related to released time).

Meade (1971) has

pointedly observed that "in a profession that prides itself on its
concern with the individuality of the clients it serves, educators seem

curiously myopic about individual differences in their own ranks"
(P-

214).
In cases where individualizing activities has occurred,

results have been achieved.

successful

Moburg (1972) cites several studies includ-

ing one by Stauffer (1966) which report that reading specialists and

consultants feel that working with teachers on their individual problems
is far more successful than working with groups.

summarized by Moburg (1972)

,

In another study,

it was shown that the students of reading

teachers who had participated in individualized inservice activities had

statistically significant increases in achievement test scores.

Such

increases were not reported for the students of the teachers who had not

participated in individualized activities.

Lawrence (1974) has identi-

fied, through a study of successful inservice programs, seven tenets

for successful programming.

The first noted is as follows!

Inservice

education programs that have differentiated training experiences for
different teachers (that is,

'individualized') are more likely to

accomplish their objectives than are programs that have common activities for all participants" (p. 14)
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The issue of individualizing activities is consistent with the

conclusion reached earlier in this study regarding participation
Voluntary participation in specific activities was called for

patterns.

within the context of mandatory programs.

A wide range of optional

activities can accommodate a teacher's need for free choice and self-

Ream (1966) contends that "the more varied the possibi-

determination.

lities open to the teacher, the more likely it is that he will be

attracted by some of them and find activities that suit his particular
needs" (p. 11).
ments.

Hite (1977) and Watson (1967) have made similar state-

It can be seen then that issues of governance and issues of

design complement each other, as indeed they should.
I

The conclusion

reached then is that participation patterns call for the option of

individual levels of participation in inservice activities among
teachers.

Modeling

.

Modeling is an issue which is closely related to the topic

of recognizing and meeting individual needs.

experiences)
programs.

Modeling (or simulating

is an important tool in preservice as well as inservice

Meade (1971) argues that if we expect new teachers to come

necessary for
to the classroom equipped with the attitudes and skills
modelindividualizing instruction, they must experience them through
ing in their teacher education programs.

applies not only to new teachers.

This argument, however,

He argues that our inservice pro-

what is expected of them
grams must provide teachers with models of

their own classrooms.

m

Among those who advocate modeling as an effective

and Rosenburg (1974),
inservice tool are Johnson (1976), Graubard
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(1974), Edelfelt (1976), and Lawrence (1974).

Both the Plowden and

James reports from England, which have had an impact on this country in
the form of the teacher center concept, make specific reference to the

value of providing modeling for teachers who adopt an informal approach
to teaching.

The following example, which closely parallels an approach des-

cribed by Brearley et al. (1972), is indicative of the ways modeling can
be used in inservice programs.

"If there is a method that we think the

teacher should use in the classroom, we use it in the teacher training
If we want the teacher to divide the class into small discus-

program.

sion groups, we divide into small discussion groups.

If we want her to

involve children in role playing, we use role playing" (Staffing for

Better Schools

...»

1967, p.

7).

Perhaps the best argument for modeling comes from a student frustrated by his experience with education classes in "square rooms, with
square desks, and square books."

This student was to be put in a round

room with no books with the exception that he could run an open class"I don't have any experience to base this on," he said, "if they

room.

want me to do differently, do it to me" (Teacher Education in Maine,
n.d.

4)

p

Summary

.

The necessity for inservice activities to address the needs

of teachers is well supported by the literature.

those of Draba (1975)

—

Statements such as

"The work of the inservice group should be

related to the specific problems of teachers.

To identify their prob-

of inservice activities"
lems, then, is to identify the content
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(p.

are typical of the literature as a whole.

369)

Furthermore,

it is felt if teacher needs are met many school
and system needs will,

in time, also be met, for teachers will come to see
these needs as

their own.

Inservice activities, then, should center on teachers’

needs
A corollary conclusion reached in this disucssion is that provision should be made for inservice activities to be individualized.

Tyler has predicted that "inservice education of the future will not be
seen as shaping teachers, but rather will be viewed as aiding, suoporting,

and encouraging each teacher's development of teaching capabilities

that he values and seeks to enhance" (1971, p. 15).

It has further been

established that appropriate modeling should occur as part of the
inservice design.

Feedback and Follow-up.

That feedback and follow-up should be an integ-

ral part of the design of an inservice program is not a controversial
issue.

For the purposes of this paper,

shall define feedback as

I

those provisions in a program which provide participants with ongoing
or formative evaluation and support.

Feedback, to some extent, can be

part of the follow-up procedures of a program.

However, follow-up

occurs more specifically in relation to the final results of a program:
that is to say, implementation of the skill or behavior learned during
the inservice process in the classroom.

I

shall now take a closer look

at the concepts of both feedback and follow-up.

The most obvious advantage of incorporating provisions for feed-

back into an inservice design. is that

it

guides, modifies and supports
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the inservice activities of the staff.

Haines (1973) has observed

that the classroom teacher involved in inservice activities
must

perceive support from colleagues.

In this regard. Bishop argues that

feedback as a supportive device must not merely be

a tool of

summation

but rather "must exist continuously in connection with all phases and

processes" (Bishop, 1976,

p.

213).

Bishop further asserts that feed-

back is essential for creating a "feeling of progress" (1976,

p.

213).

In a similar vein, Lippitt, Watson and Westley (1958) caution that

lack of feedback can cause feelings of failure among the staff in spite
of the fact that the change effort may be producing the exact desired

effect.

Feedback also serves the individual inservice needs of teachers,

as noted above,

thus allowing individual adaptations of an activity in

view of individual teaching styles and values (McLaughlin

&

Marsh, 1978).

Another obvious benefit of feedback is that it aids communication
among participants and between participants and consultants.
(1971)

Waynant

advocates programs which "provide a feedback system whereby

teachers can inform consultants if information is useful, relevant
and clear enough for implementation" (p. 711).

Westby-Gibson (1967)

sees feedback as a means of checking teachers’ perceptions as well as
a method of disseminating new ideas.

Among those who have observed the positive effects of feedback in
specific situations are Havelock and Havelock (1973), Harris and
Bessent (1969), Lippitt (1966), McLaughlin and Marsh (1978), and

Rubin (1969), with many of them noting the need for continuous ongoing
feedback.

McLaughlin and Marsh warn against short-term changes that

feedback to
end when projects end and advocate the use of continuous
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to help teachers assimilate change.

Follow-up is a logical extension of feedback and its
benefits are

similar with the notable exception that follow-up connotes
actual

implementation of the learned inservice activity into the teaching
environment.

In order for follow-up to be successful, the goals of a

particular program, that is that inservice activity should lead to
instructional change, must be understood from the outset.
Lewis (1957), Lippitt and Fox (1971), and Mohr (1971) point to
the frustration which results when the goals of a particular program

are not made explicit from the outset.

This frustration is especially

likely to occur in situations where teachers participate in inservice

workshops away from the teaching site and return "home" to attempt
implementation.

Typically, it is not assumed in such cases that imple-

mentation is an expected outcome and follow-up to their inservice work
does not occur.

Follow-up fosters a critical sense of accomplishment

among participants.

In many cases,

follow-up to inservice activity

can help redefine or clarify goals (McLaughlin and Marsh, 1978).
In conclusion,

it can be said that the need for feedback and

follow-up is well supported by the literature.

Unfortunately, statis-

tics indicate that there is scant feedback and follow-up to inservice

activity.

A survey conducted by Brimm and Follett (1974) indicated

that only 13% of the teachers surveyed felt that there was adequate

follow-up for inservice activities in their system.
this point might be appropriate.

A comparison at

In many technical fields such as

engineering, medicine, or agriculture important elements of feedback
are a natural outcome of the respective processes, and the

technician
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automatically obtains information concerning success
or failure:

for

the engineer, the model turbine operates without
vibrating; for the

doctor, the patient stops bleeding; for the farmer, the
hybrid bears
fruit.

In the helping professions, at least in the short run,
however,

there are few such obvious examples of success.

Hence the need is

great for well-planned provisions for feedback and follow-up to support
and encourage the inservice participant.

Summation (Part

3,

Design)

.

We should now view the issues of design

discussed in this section of the chapter.

An exploration of these

issues has led to several important conclusions, including the following:
(1)

Inservice programs should utilize the school site
as the primary location of the program and its

component activities.
(2)

Provisions for released time should be included
in any comprehensive inservice program.

(3)

Inservice program content should be determined
with primary emphasis placed on meeting the
self-perceived needs of teachers.

(4)

Individual needs of teachers should be accommodated in inservice activities.

(5)

Feedback and follow-up for all inservice activities
must be provided to individuals and groups as they
progress in their inservice activity and endeavor
to proceed from theory to implementation.

Summary (Chapter II)

As indicated in the introduction, this chapter has been concerned
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with examining those issues that

I

believe are critical to the

development and delivery of a comprehensive system of inservice education.

have identified and discussed the important areas of study

I

related to the support, governance, and design of inservlce programming.

The purpose of this literature review has been to identify the

critical programming areas.

In the process of this exercise

deter-

I

mined that with many of them there is little controversy as to their
import and viability.

Yet the astonishing conclusion is that

I

could

find no evidence of programs that use them in combination.

Inservice programs have failed and continue to fall for
of reasons:

variety

a

lack of teacher commitment; lack of administrative commit-

ment; lack of financial support; and lack of relevance to the task of

teaching, to name but a few.

It

is my conviction that

inservice educa-

tion cannot be improved until each area identified in this study is

addressed in

a

Success-

fashion similar to that discussed in this text.

ful inservice programming is a multi-dimensional challenge which must
be met with multiple solutions simultaneously addressing each critical

area.

I

have identified eleven program areas which must be accounted

for in order to maintain the equilibrium and viability of a comprehen-

sive inservice program.

To ignore any of these will greatly diminish

the potential for the success of the program.

To summarize,

I

have

listed recommendations related to each of the eleven critical program

areas
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Support Issues
(1)

Quantity (It has been argued that greater attention
should be paid to planning viable programs in order
to attract financial commitment.
Financial commitment must be sought from a variety of sources.)

(2)

Cooperative Delivery (Collaborative relationships
with appropriate individuals and agencies have been
advocated with special consideration given to
consultants and institutions of higher learning.
The LEA must exert ultimate control in cooperative
program efforts.)

(3)

Bases of Support (Principals, teachers, the school
board, and the concerned public constitute a
necessary foundation upon which a program must be
built
.

Governance Issues
(1)

Coordination (It is necessary to institute a position
of coordination for inservice education programs.)

(2)

Planning (Inservice programs must be planned, developed,
and implemented by teachers and administrators working
together in cooperative arrangements.)

(3)

Duration (Inservice education should be designed and
should function as an ongoing program of development.)

(A)

Participation Patterns (Programs should be mandated
but with provisions for voluntary choice among optional
activities.
Educational administrators should participate as coequals in inservice activities.)

(5)

Incentives (Appropriate intrinsic and extrinsic rewards
should be provided for those participating in inservice
programs.

Design. Issues
(1)

Location and Scheduling (The school site should be the
primary location of the program and its component actiProvisions for released time should be included
vities.
in the development of the program)

(2)

Focus and Nature of Activities (Individual needs of
teachers should be the focus of inservice activities.)

(3)

Feedback and Follow-up (Feedback and follow-up for all

inservice activities must be provided to individuals
and groups as they progress in their inservice
activities and endeavor to proceed from theory to
implementation.

CHAPTER

III

CONCEPTUALIZATION

Introduction

"Just what am

I

to believe?" the principal demanded.

it was the self-contained classroom.

in an open classroom."

"Yesterday,

Today the fad is team teaching

This comment typical of those made by elemen-

tary school principals and teachers gives vent to a frustration often
felt by educators.

The confusion underlying this complaint is telling

as it relates to the way in which those in education customarily go

about innovating, introducing new programs, experimenting, or demanding

performance changes in teachers without adequately, or often even
cursorily, addressing the fundamental question "why."

The purpose of this chapter is to argue that substantial energy
must be expended to answer this question specifically.

I

will argue

that the answer to the question "why" must not be addressed by a few,
or even representative, groups of educators in a system but by all of

them and that the consideration of this question must be integral to
the inservice program.

In the following pages,

I

hope to demonstrate

that a carefully guided study of the history, current issues, and

programming alternatives related to inservice education, undertaken
by the whole staff,

is

wanting

—

wanting not only for the greater

understanding and appreciation of inservice that will result, but also
for the contribution it will make toward a functioning of the program

and the support it will engender from the staff.
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In short,

in order to
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carry out successful inservice programs, the staff must have
a clear
concept of what inservice education in their school is and/or
will be.
In order to address pertinent aspects of this need for conceptua-

lization,
(1)

I

have organized the chapter in the following manner:

introduction,

(2)

the problem statement,

ture,

(4)

further considerations,

tion,

(6)

summary.

(5)

(3)

a

review of the litera-

potential problems of implementa-

This chapter will deal with and illustrate the

need for staff to conceptualize or understand the inservice environment:
the need for them to come to terms with the eleven key issues outlined
in chapter two.

The means by which this conceptualization process will

actually be introduced into the inservice program will be specifically

addressed in chapter four.

The Problem Statement

Most inservice programs are not based on a total philosophy of

education.

Yet a comprehensive vision of the nature

—

not only of a

particular program, but of the concept of inservice itself
the basis of any successful program.

".

.

.

precision about the various forms and facets
tive appears lacking"

—

—

should be

lack of specificity and

...

a

broader perspec-

this has been cited as a major failure of

inservice education (Howey and Joyce, 1978,

p.

208).

In light of such

complaints, the need to stress a conceptual understanding of what inservice programs are make itself clear.
Goddu, Crosby, and Massey (1977) have observed that most needs

assessment devices used in the early stages of planning

a

program
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presuppose that participants

(1)

already know all that is available,

(2)

consciously understand and can articulate what is needed, and

(3)

are self-confident enough to state it" (p. 5).

ever, the case.

Such is rarely, if

Time devoted to conceptualization issues could, how-

ever, prepare participants to adequately assess ways inservice could

help them.

Examples of failure which can be attributed to a lack of fundamental conceptual understanding of inservice education are numerous.

Owens

and Steinhoff (1976) have noted that politically initiated educational

policy is particularly prone to implementation without providing the

necessary conceptual understanding among practitioners.

Derr (1976)

traces the failure of the "organizational development" trend of the
1960 ’s to lack of sufficient groundwork.

Sarason (1974) and Rubin

(1977) both speak of the lack of understanding in inservice programs,

while Edelfelt and Johnson (1977) indicate that involvement in the con-

ceptualization process would develop needed decision-making skills in
teachers.

Howey (1978) may have summarized it best when he said, "We

are not lacking in ideas, or in many respects, resources.

needed, it seems for many of us, is

a

What is

fuller understanding of the

richness and variety possible in inservice and a framework which can
better bring these resources and ideas together"

(p.

57).

Chapter two of this study, in reviewing inservice literature, also

formulated a framework appropriate for inservice programs.

program areas were identified.

It

is now being argued that

Eleven key
the inser-

framework
vice staff needs sufficient time appropriated to conisder this

particular situation.
and to adapt it to their particular needs and their

9A

They need an opportunity to consider these questions that inservice

programming should naturally give rise to, questions such as these:
(1)

What does inservice education mean to the members
of the target school?

(2)

What governance or authority structure might be
most appropriate for the local program?

(3)

What are the relevant external mandates or
regulations that must be coped with?

(4)

What will be the role of the teachers?

(5)

What resources are available or needed?

(6)

What are the rewards?
process, 1977, p. 20).

(An overview of a planning

These, then, are some of the considerations that should be ad-

dressed in the conceptualization process.

The problem central to this

process, however, is that conceptualization is not now seen as a need.

Therefore,

I

will now review the related literature on this issue to

better comprehend its importance and impact.

Review of the Literature

As one might suppose, there are sources in the literature of

inservice education that argue for the incorporation of

exploration" in the inservice development process.

concept

These discussions

characteristically refer to the need for teachers to possess a conceptual understanding related to specific inservice activities or projects

such as career education (Haines,

1973)

or a particular instructional

individualized
program such as social science curricula (Cobb, 1973) or

instruction.

However, they fail to mention the value of concept
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exploration as it applies to the inservice program
itself.

Typical of

this trend are the comments of Goddu, Crosby,
and Massey (1977),

"The

process of reflection must be built into every
training program learning experience

.

.

.

Unless

a

teacher understands the why of

a

whole

workshop or a particular process, he is not likely to be
able to plan
consciously to use that process with students"

(p.

7)

Comments such

.

as this, while closely related to the planning process
discussed in

chapter two, must be carried to their logical conclusions in relation
to the inservice program itself,

in which case they lend support to an

insei vice conceptualization process.

Yet the gap is not great; anyone

who argues for "a process of reflection" in relation to a particular

activity would no doubt agree that such need also exists in relation
to inservice itself.

Indeed, one does find mention in the literature of such need.

Unfortunately, the arguments are seldom fully developed.

Nevertheless

they indicate that a need for conceptualization process is clearly felt.

Arends et al.

(1978) suggest that in planning for change, it is crucial

to see and comprehend the whole plan.

Lickona has argued:

"Without

adequate time, it's very difficult to develop teachers' understanding
of the theory that underlies a new approach

.

.

.

And without an

adequate theoretical frame of reference, new approaches become grimmicry, open to all manner of misinterpretation and distorted applica-

tion" (1978,

p.

260).

A Rand study indicates that the more teachers

know about a project, the more confident they feel about their ability
to accomplish goals (cited in McLaughlin and Marsh,

vation applies very well to the inservice process as

1978).

This obser-

a whole.

Edelfelt
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and Johnson (1977), in a summary of an N.E.A.

inservice education

program, note that the original inservice project guidelines
called for

teachers to "design," "describe," and "analyze" what their school
should
be like.

Within two years, teachers replaced these guidelines to more

theoretical ones
of society,

—

to study the nature of children,

and so forth:

to study the needs

the implication being that teachers felt a

need for more fundamental levels of understanding.

Howey and Joyce (1978) cite a recent study in which teachers,
asked to define inservice education, instead wound up describing it.
This strongly suggests that fundamental understanding of the inservice

process is lacking.

Devore (1971) argues that those who hope to change

traditional inservice education must take into account the level of
related knowledge on the part of teachers and others involved in the
inservice process.

This perspective points to the need for the staff

to better comprehend the process of inservice education and thereby

develop a new perspective on and more positive view of an endeavor

which heretofore has had little value for them.
It

is

important to note that a variety of comments found in the

literature indicate that the whole staff should be involved in the con-

ceptualization process:

that it should not merely be the undertaking

of the administration or instructional leaders.

from the general

—

These comments range

"If changes in school programs are to be made,

the

reasons for the changes should be clear to teachers" (Westby-Gibson
1967, p.

10)

—

to the specific as exemplified by McLaughlin and Marsh

"reinvent
(1978) who go so far as to say that even if the staff must
the wheel" in order to understand and apply

a

concept, it should do so.
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This argument suggests that the typical declaration of purpose related
to a new program by the administration barely scratches the surface

developing a sense of understanding and purpose among the staff.
Thus far, discussion has focused upon an expressed need for a con-

ceptualization process.

Let us turn from these general statements of

need to some recommendations that have been made about the form the

conceptualization process might take.

The recommendations, found with-

in the body of inservice literature, are not extensive.
a few authors do provide valuable insight.

Howey (Hite

Nevertheless,
&

Howey, 1977)

specifically suggests that when considering alternatives in inservice
education, teachers should explore a variety of concepts about schooling,

inservice education, delivery systems, and value orientations.

Westby-Gibson (1967) recommends:

"As educators plan inservice

education programs, they will want to be aware of the recent innovations of inservice practice."

These innovations include new patterns

of inservice practices, new instructional media, new uses of staff, new

approaches to scheduling and finance, and new cooperative approaches
(p.

22).

This suggests that fundamental understanding is important to

accomplish change.

An understanding of the framework of ISE is neces-

assessed
sary even before particular needs, values, or beliefs can be
or particular activities can be engaged in.

In conclusion,

it is fair

fully explore the possiblito say that while the literature does not

suggests that
ties of the conceptualization process, it

a

need exists

of the underlying program
for a thorough discussion and explanation

issues
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Further Considerations

Since the literature of inservice does not fully address the issue
of conceptualization,

I

have turned to the literature of organizational

change to provide a broader basis for this discussion.

Havelock (1978),

for example, has identified the ways in which individuals come to accept

innovations and has segregated this process into six phases.

The first

is the "awareness" phase in which the individual is exposed to the

innovation and become aware of it.

Ascribing more than casual signi-

ficance to this phase, Havelock states:

...

innovation is presented

"The way in which the

at the beginning may well determine

whether or not the implementor is motivated enough to move on to the
second and subsequent phase" (p. 113).

The second is the "interest

phase" which is characterized by active information seeking.

The third

phase is "evaluation" which involves a mental trial of the innovation;
the fourth phase is "trial"; the fifth is "adoption"; and the sixth is

"integration."

The first three phases characterize the conceptual-

development process as

I

perceive it.

The significance which Havelock

has ascribed to these phases is manifest in his argument that without

the conceptual— awareness phases the implementation or

acting

phases

are predestined to relative degrees of failure.
In another text Havelock and Havelock (1973) argue that "as an

integral part of the change process all (emphasis mine) personnel
involved in the change should receive training which will equip them

with the skills and knowledge needed to perform the function of knowledge retrieval and utilization" (pp.

109-110).

The Havelocks have
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identified seven steps through which the involved personnel
should

progress on their way toward program implementation!
1)

identify and specify the problem

2)

awareness (characterized by brainstorming)

3)

search and retrieval

4)

analyze

5)

derive implications

6)

translate

7)

interact and recycle

Although these steps have not been identified specifically for the conceptualization of inservice, Havelock's theories are relevant to the

conceptualization of inservice programming and could be adapted for
that purpose.

Rogers (1962) has identified a series of evolutionary stages

leading to change (Rogers' ideas were seminal and, in fact, influenced
the Havelocks).

Rogers' stages collectively represent a process to

which he refers to as "the adoption process."

This three-stage process

is comprised of the "awareness," "trial," and "adoption" stages.

awareness stage, first characterized as
occurrence"

(p.

a

The

"random and nonpurposive

82), ultimately develops into an "interest" and an

"evaluation" component.

In the interest phase the individual actively

seeks the information about an idea, and behavior becomes purposive

rather than random.
a

In the evaluation phase, the individual conducts

mental trial of the concept that has been investigated in an effort

to determine whether or not it warrants a trial,
of Rogers'

"adoption process."

the next major stage

The interest and evaluation phases are
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most applicable to the conceptualization of inservice in that they
are by definition purposeful.

Both the Havelock and Rogers models

provide useful background for formulating a general process for

a

con-

ceptual analysis of inservice education.

Another theorist who offers useful commentary about this general
theme is Lippitt (1973).

He suggests three specific steps, the second

of which is especially pertinent to this disucssion:

interpersonal sensitivity training,

(2)

(1)

personal and

conceptualization training for

achieving awareness of concepts and theoretical frameworks,
skill training.

(3)

and

The first of the three steps is the most controversial

as it is typically received and applied; the third is where most of the

emphasis has historically been placed.

And the second (and the most

critical) is the one of the three that is typically circumvented or

totally disregarded.
The process by which participants form concepts and values about

inservice education is another important topic for discussion.

processes have generally been identified.
agent teaching innovators and practitioners

Two

The first involves a change
'what to believe.

The

to believe.
second focuses on how the practitioner should decide what

traditional inservice staff
The first process is characterized by the
inform teachers what
meeting which is assembled by administrators to
they are expected to achieve.

Unfortunately, the second process is not

of current practice and, beyond
so easy to identify within the realm

the teacher-run teacher center,

of
it is unlikely that common examples

it can be cited.

Hoffman which indicates that
Lippitt (1973) refers to-research by
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the first process produces value which are rigid, while the second

allows the implementor to "achieve criteria for value judgements which
permit him to examine and change his values"

(p.

37).

Likewise, Thelen

refers to the first process as an "indoctrination orientation" and
second process as "inquiry orientation" (quoted by Lippitt, 1973,
p.

37).

in which

It was argued at a conference on the future education in Maine,
I

was a participant, that the indoctrination orientation does,

in fact, produce rigid values which shackle the learner to dependence

upon an outside director to whom responsibility for educational decision

making has been forfeited.

This argument is borne out in the experience

of teachers in inservice who, not having had opportunity to determine

their needs and prescribe for them, are often unable to do so if the

opportunity is suddenly availed them (see Edelfelt and Johnson, 1975,
p.

21).

The obvious preference, then, is for an inquiry process.

The

challenge inherent in an inservice conceptualization process will be to
shape it as inquiry orientation.

Goodlad (1975) and Huenecke (1982) discuss alternatives available

within the conceptualization process.

Their discussions are not made

within the specific context of inservice education, but are readily
adaptable to it.
Goodlad observes that educators are inclined to undertake change
of the
without the proper understanding of the purposes and functions

various change-oriented programs.

As a result,

"various approaches to

inadequately
change will be combined into change strategies which are

conceived or executed"
results in a backlash:

(p.

19).

Illfounded innovation, he argues,

educators "tend to reject alternative concepts
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when strategies developed from them fail, without checking the adequacy
of either the interpretation or implementation"

(p.

19).

In short,

a

vicious cycle of alternate implementation and rejection without fully

understanding the causal phenomena is perpetuated.

Goodlad suggests

that the resolution of this problem can be found in a Drocess "through

which the alternatives best suited to the needs of
come to the attention of those in it"

(p.

19).

a given

institution

He notes that "any

significant change calls for access to both conceptual and operating

models of the changed condition" (p. 87)

Huenecke

's

.

discussion focuses upon the theories behind these

"conceptual and operating models" for effecting change.

She emphasizes

that theories are directly related to practice, and an understanding of

what theory

_i£

and the forms which it takes is, in fact, a very practi-

cal consideration.

She stresses that theories attempt to identify,

describe, explain, and predict and are not necessarily based on empirical evidence.

She then outlines types of theories and explains the

utility of each type.

Her scheme is insightful both for her purposes

(to explore curriculum theorizing)

and mine.

The advantages Huenecke cites in regard to structural theorizing
are of special significance to inservice conceptualization, in that

during this process, participants will be asked to examine the essential

components of their program.

Huenecke closes her article by noting:

"Theorizing is an expansive activity,

a

major contribution of all

theorizing is that it can expand one's understanding of what
point to what could be"

(Huenecke,

1982, p.

294).

.

is and

.

.
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Potential Problems of Implementation

There are, of course, problems which might arise with the adoption
of a conceptualization process

volves the whole staff.

—

especially when such a process in-

Some of these problems have been cited directly

in the literature; others can be identified by a careful "reading

between the lines."

I

have outlined potential barriers to a success-

ful conceptualization process here, in the hopes that they can be

avoided when the conceptualization process is undertaken.

Ignorance Sharing

.

Goodlad (1975) refers to the D.D.A.E. model

(Dialogue, Decision-Making, Action and Evaluation) for program develop-

ment and recommends its use.
the "dialogue" phase.

A potential problem presents itself in

The term "dialogue" deludes many educators into

thinking that all that is required is a format and opportunity to discuss perceived problems and perceived solutions without actively seeking

new information.

This practice, cynically referred to as "ignorance

sharing," is well known in education and must be avoided in the inservice

education conceptualization process.

Although teachers possess much

knowledge and experience which can be useful and important in program
development, it is crucial that it is brought into perspective and

illuminated through the addition of new knowledge which the informed
discussant must possess.

It is important to note that

sharing" is not only a danger in Goodlad'

s

ignorance

model, but is also a poten-

tial danger in the "interest" phase identified by both Havelock and

Rogers.
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Lack

of

Information

.

Another problem that might affect the

conceptualization process is the heavy emphasis in the
literature on
the

what

concerns.

of inservice at the apparent expense of "why" and
"how"

The coordinator, whose responsibility it is to identify
and

put teachers into contact with information on the inservice
process,

must be careful to select theoretical, issue-oriented materials as

well as descriptive data, in order that the staff can be legitimately

engaged in conceptualization and not merely involved in replicating
current practices and trends.

Distrust of Theorizing

.

An additional, and highly likely supposition,

is that teachers may complain about and resist spending time "theoriz-

ing" or dealing with "lofty ideas" while they feel a pressing need for

hard and fast solutions to their classroom problems.

identified a resistance to theorizing as

a

Lippitt has

potential barrier to a

successful conceptualization process (1971).
this sort are found throughout the literature.

Indeed, criticisms of

This type of criticism

appears to present an inevitable conflict between my earlier assertion
that inservice programming must be based upon problems perceived by
the teacher which relate to classroom concerns and my current argument

that the conceptualization process, the teacher’s first exposure to the

new form of inservice education, should be theoretical as well as
practical.

I

incompatible.

do not believe, however, that these two positions are

The conceptualization process should have immediate

and specific application to the problems faced by teachers.
it

That is,

would be applicable if pursued according to the guidelines offered
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in chapter two.

For example, if teachers were to participate in the

conceptualization process on released time, on equal footing with
administrators, with resource support, on the school site, with the
support of the educational leadership, and with evidence of an ongoing

effort that is coordinated and will be followed up and acted upon,

"pie-in-the-sky" theorizing would not emerge as a concern.

Further-

more, if the conceptualization process is coordinated by a person who
is mindful of the needs of adult learners and if he or she utilizes

research and appropriate modeling techniques, the teachers will not see
themselves as the objects of a didactic process, but instead will find
that they are involved in the first step of actively conceptualizing
and planning their program of personal and professional growth.

Crisis Solving

.

Inservice education in general and the conceptualiza-

tion process, specifically, should not be seen as
crises.

a

way of solving

Clearly, such a purpose can not promote the freedom and flexi-

bility which is essential to a bonafide conceptualization process.

Time.

Lippitt identifies lack of sufficient time as a common barrier to

the conceptualization process:

"The change agent feels anxious about

getting the quickest possible results" (1971, pp. 37-44).
rule of thumb should be offered here:

Perhaps

a

the amount of time put into con-

ceptualization correlates with the quality of support the program will
receive (at least to a point of diminishing returns)

.

Havelock and

Havelock (1973) have observed that an essential element of the program
the
development process is "a high initial development cost prior to
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dissemination activity because of the anticipated long
term benefits in
efficiency and quality"

(p.

12).

Those inclined to hurry the concept-

ualization process are cautioned that the development of
high quality

programs will take time and the degree to which time is
sacrificed is
consonant with the degree to which quality is diminished.

Group Interaction and Individual Change

.

There is a growing body of

literature and research dealing with the change process, group interaction, and personal change.

In recognition of the importance of these

data, it is often recommended that research dealing with inservice

education should be built upon this literature (Moburg, 1972).

This

research is important and readily available and, where relevant, such
information should be incorporated into the conceptualization process,
but not at the expense of inservice issues.

Summary
(Note

.

8)

In summation,

I

would like to refer the reader to Howey’s

monograph on inservice education.

Howey concludes:

"The

position taken is that inservice teacher education will reflect more
coherent alternative models when these interrelationships are more fully

understood and taken into account in planning inservice programs"
(p.

57).

Specifically it was suggested that viable approaches will

continue to fail to be appreciated until such fundamental questions as
"What are the different purposes which inservice serves?" and "What
are the fundamental conditions needed for commitment to continuing

development?" are fully explored
questions are investigated,

I

(p.

57).

Until such time as these

contend that the profession cannot be
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said to be making informed or intelligent choices in determining

inservice content or purpose.
It

is often argued that in order to fully appreciate and
critically

judge art forms with which we are unfamiliar, such as contemporary or

Eastern art, we must know something of the origins, purpose, and
composition of the style.

No less is true of inservice education

conceived as a comprehensive program of professional and personal selfrenewal.

To be certain, such programs are as foreign and unfamiliar to

the majority of educators as are oriental or contemporary forms of art.
It

is essential that the profession as a whole begin to develop a criti-

cal awareness of the history, alternatives, and issues attendant to

inservice education.

Without the development of a conceptual under-

standing of inservice education, the profession

is likely to stand

before it blank-faced, as one might before a cubist painting, ultimately rejecting it with the thought:

"I don't know what

know what I'm used to, and that's not it."

it is,

but

I

CHAPTER

IV

THE COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN

Introduction

By presenting a comprehensive model of inservice education that

incorporates and integrates all previous discussion, this chapter, in
many ways, represents the culmination of this study.

Chapter two

identified three areas of concern (support, governance, and design) as
well as eleven key components within those areas:

financial support,
support,
[7]

[A]

duration,

[2]

cooperative delivery,

program coordination,
[8]

[5]

the quantity of

population bases of

[3]

planning,

patterns of participation,

[1]

[9]

[6]

incentives,

location,

and nature of activities, and [11] feedback and follow-up.

[10]

focus

Specific

recommendations and/or tendencies were presented in regard to each of
these components.

It was noted,

for example, that shared responsibility

for planning was a key element in successful programming, that ongoing

program designs should be developed to accommodate the needs of the

education staff, and so forth.

These recommendations were derived in

the light of current knowledge and an analysis of current practice as

reported in the literature.

That they should be considered as program-

ming guidelines in any inservice program is imperative, but that they
should be adopted in any given degree is not.

The particular form and

degree of adaptation each of the eleven components will take on
be decided within the context of a particular setting.

Chapter three of this study argued that participants in an
108

is to
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inservice program must have a conceptual understanding
of the process
of comprehensive programming.

A conceptual development process would

enable participants time to consider the critical issues and
programatic
ternat ives affecting programming.

They would come to understand the

critical areas of concern identified in chapter two, and, in so doing,

would be able to intelligently formulate the form inservice should take
in their setting.

Their involvement in this conceptualization process

would, furthermore, help secure their commitment to the program.

Chap-

ter three argues for a twelfth necessary component of successful

comprehensive inservice education, that of having the staff undergo a

conceptualization or reorientation process.

The conceptualization

process is a program component that both incorporates and stands apart
from the eleven other components.

Utilizing the previous chapters as its base, chapter four discusses
the value, characteristics, and implementation of a comprehensive model.

The discussion focuses on four phases of programming which comprise the

model

I

have designed, each of which will be discussed in turn.

chapter is organized in the following manner:
(2)

details of model,

(3)

(1)

The

introduction,

implementation, and (4) summary.

The Comorehensive Model

The need for a comprehensive approach to inservice programming as

opposed to random or episodic inservice activities is discussed in
chapter one of this study.

It

was pointed out that teachers have

expressed frustration about the piecemeal nature of inservice, and have.
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in general,

considered the endeavor to be an imposition rather than a

worthwhile activity.
In general,

I

agree with Rubin (1969) who asserts that present

day failures cannot be blamed on teacher resistance; rather they must
be linked to present day practices.

However, let us briefly consider

some of the broader dimensions of this problem.

Many of the key issues

affecting inservice reform are rooted in the very way in which educaSpecifically, that process has

tional change is typically managed.

been characterized by Watson (1967):
(1)

introduced sporadically rather than continuously

(2)

introduced by outside pressure rather than from within

(3)

introduced for expediency rather than by conviction

(A)

introduced haphazardly, without a cumulative and
integrated design

(5)

introduced much later than desirable

(6)

introduced at a superficial level

(7)

introduced for benefit of a few ambitious individuals
rather than to do the educational job better'

While all of these are related in some way to uses of and approaches to inservice, numbers

1,

3,

A,

6,

and

7

are those most frequently

manifest in connection with inservice practice.

Discussion related to

to justify
each has appeared earlier in this study and should suffice

the specific connnection.

sality of the concerns.

The point at issue, however, is the univer-

Any strategy for change which does not take

redress cannot be
full account of their scope and make appropriate

expected to prevail.
strategy for inservice
This suggests that the only appropriate
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programming is to utilize a comprehensive
design.

While some may

contend that comprehensive programs are
condemned by the very nature
of their complexity, there is
evidence to the contrary.

Mann (1978) has

observed that the complexity of problems
that confront inservice educators demands complex solutions.

Marsh,

1978)

A Rand Study (cited by McLaughlin and

reports that the grander the scale of the
change-oriented

project, the better the overall results are likely
to be.

It was also

observed that staff commitment to such a project was
likely to be
greater than for a less ambitious program.
It

is important to recall

that the elements for successful inservice

programming do not require invention or discovery.

reasonably well documented.

They exist and are

The challenge is to sufficiently develop a

broad application of them in order to have the desired effect.
hope lies in Rubin's (1969) observation that:

Our

"If we can find the right

formulas, we may well make a profound difference in the quality of

schooling" (p. 29).
The model

I

have devised (pictured below)

incorporates a concep-

tualization/reorientation phase as well as three other phases, each of

which relies, to varying degrees, upon the eleven components outlined
in chapter two.

The four phases are as follows:

ceptual awareness,
(4)

(2)

determining needs,

reflection, realignment, renewal.

(3)

(1)

developing con-

defining activities,

The combination of these is

essential to qualify the model as comprehensive.

Phase One

—

Conceptualization

.

This is perhaps the most unique phase

of the model in that its purpose is to have the professional staff
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engage in a study or consideration of the support, governance,
and

design issues that affect the very nature of inservice
programming.
The objective of this process is to reorient the staff to the intent
and potential of inservice by creating broad comprehension and appre-

ciation of those issues critical to the success of the inservice

program that the staff individually or collectively undertakes.

While

this is designed as the introductory phase of the inservice program

and while its primary purpose is orientation, it should be understood
that once the staff has undertaken this process the program has begun.

A leadership team comprised of teachers, administrators, and especially
the inservice coordinator would, at this point, have attended to many
of the fundamental details reported to support and governance.

To be

more precise, support from the school board, administrators, lead teachers, and others would need to have been established as would a funding
In addition,

base.

teachers would have to have been involved from the

outset in determining that such a program should be undertaken and in

determining its parameters.

Also, an inservice coordinator or coordina-

tors would have to have been retained by the system in order to provide
the critical guidance and management of the program preceding full

start-up
Phase one, therefore, should be conducted as a model for the

inservice program itself.

That is, conditions recommended for inservice

programs such as released— time and on-site location should be utilized
as the basis for conducting participants through the conceptualization

phase.

In this way,

participants will have direct experience with the

and
concepts they are studying and discussing (such as released-time)
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will perceive an immediate consistency between
what is proposed and
what is occurring.
A study of the issues and developmental alternatives
might best be

undertaken in accordance with the categorical subgrouping and
chronology
presented in chapter two.

The specific instructional or learning format

used is of secondary importance to the primary concern that participants
are sufficiently familiar with the key issues and have sufficient

opportunity to relate them to their particular situation and needs.
However, participants in the process should have ample opportunity to
discuss, debate, and analyze.

I

would recommend an attitude inventory

for use by the coordinator for the purpose of acquiring a well-defined

understanding of the staff’s perspective on inservice.

One such

inventory is entitled "Attitude Toward Inservice Inventory" developed
by the Oregon State Department of Education.

I

inventory for reference purposes as Appendix

B.

have included the
I

have listed below

some examples of the issues addressed in the inventory:

Table

2

Inservice Inventory

Strongly
Agree
1.

The teacher should
have the opportunity
to select the kind
of inservice activities which he feels
will strengthen his
professional competence
.

4.

Inservice programs

Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

must include activities which allow for
the different interests which exist
among individual
teachers
7.

Teachers should
receive some
released-time
for inservice
education activities.

12. Every

teacher
should be required to participate in some
inservice activities designed
to build a team
spirit within
his school.

21. A teacher should

receive inservice credit for
professional
reading.
J

The specific process for implementation of phase one, and indeed of
the program, will be discussed later in the chapter.

Once a staff group

has progressed through phase one, they enter phase two which concerns

needs assessment.

Phase Two

—

Needs Assessment

.

This phase extends beyond the tradition-

al needs assessment process whose purpose is to decide the specific

inservice activities that will be pursued such as individual instruction
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and interdisciplinary programming.

Included in this phase is the

provision for an analysis of possible future needs relating
to or

stemming from the overall program.

This part of the process is specu-

lative and, therefore, the needs assessment is predictive.

section then,

I

In this

discuss the assessment of both current and future needs

related to the inservice program.

Current Needs

.

The coordinator, as well as internal and external

consultants, will aid staff in determining their current inservice
related needs.

These needs may concern curriculum development, academ-

ic or content expertise,

self-awareness, community relations, student

discipline, or other perceived problem areas.

A variety of techniques

may be used to determine these needs, including surveys, discussions,
interviews, task groups, and focus groups.

It

is not within the scope

of this study to express preference for any given method or combination
of methods.

However, a special consideration for the developmental

stages of teachers as cited by Yarger and Mertens (Note 20)

—

that is,

the special needs of new teachers, mature teachers, and so forth

—

should be an integral part of an effective needs assessment.

should

not be assumed that participants will reach

their current needs as a grouD.

a

It

general consensus about

Indeed, as discussed in chapter two,

several legitimate needs are likely to emerge.

It

then becomes the

task of the coordinator to consolidate those needs where possible and
acceptable for larger group activities and to design small group and
individual activities where this cannot be accomplished.

The coordina-

tor then assists the staff in organizing the appropriate inservice
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activities through which needs will be translated into objectives and
activities.

This occurs as phase three of the design.

Predictive Needs

.

Predicting needs is not

a

ly taken in the context of needs assessment.

common procedure, especial-

During this phase,

participants will draw upon the conceptual knowledge they have acquired
during phase one in an attempt to anticipate future needs related to
either the program or the activities that may likely arise and that

system members might be able to predict due to their past experiences
and special knowledge of their school environment.

The purpose of this

exercise is to identify mechanisms for handling such needs as they may
arise and to develop strategies for resolving problems before they are
manifest.

This function is especially important in terms of crisis

resolution, for it would allow potential problem issues to be integrated
into a framework which will enable the staff to handle them from a

positive, anticipatory posture, rather than a defensive-reactive

posture
The benefits derived from predictive needs assessment are discussed
by a number of educators and theorists including Havelock (1973), Hite

and Howey (1977), Hunt (1978), and Watson (1967).

sions and my own observations,

I

From their discus-

have identified some areas to be

considered
(1)

analysis of limits, including financial limits

(2)

anticipation of group interaction and trust

(3)

discussion of resistance

(4)

discussion of demographic changes in the community
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(5)

discussion of possible stimulation and support
from outside the system

(6)

anticipation of innovation from individuals,
the school, and community

This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but only to
indicate some

possible areas of concern.

Phase Three

Defining Activities

.

Once staff needs have been identi-

fied, the appropriate activities designed to address them must be

determined.

Providing definition of those activities, then, is the

purpose of phase three.

Unlike the phase which directly precedes it,

there is nothing unique within the third phase.

It

is a straightfor-

ward educational design that can be adapted or adopted for many
situations.

It

is comprised of

the following components:

(1)

relating needs to individual and group objectives

(2)

activity design, based on needs identified by
staff either for individuals or the group

(3)

implementation

(4)

evaluation, both summative and formative

(5)

continuation, design, or implementation

While this brief outline should indicate the flow of this phase,
I

should provide amplification on a few points.

Phase three requires

action on and implementation of the key concepts discussed in chapter
two

The deliberations in which the staff has been involved in phase
one concerning participation patterns, planning, focus and nature of

activities, and so forth will need to have their influence felt at this
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point.

Scheduling and location, for example, will be of importance

both to the design and implementation of activities.

It

is not to be

expected, however, that all staff members will require or be inclined
to take advantage of all or any particular combination of those

elements, especially those falling in the design category.

For

example, a staff team concentrating on individualizing instruction may

elect to spend much of their time visiting sites other than their own

school (i.e. off site), but they may require released time to do so.
In another scenario, they may elect to enroll as a group in a graduate

level course emphasizing individual instruction.

In this instance,

they may require neither the provision for released time nor for on
site programs.

All the other program factors may come into play to

support their inservice study, however.

Their activities must be

adequately financed; the team must receive adequate coordinating
support; appropriate incentives must be attainable; activities must be

implemented and followed up, and so on.
is merely a

To an extent then, phase three

microcosm of the inservice concept as

a whole.

Another concern, the evaluation of inservice activities, presents
a number of potential problems.

Kozol (1972) warns against evaluation

that is too generalized and points to the benefits of charting indivi-

dual progress.

(Charting individual progress is a responsibility to

be assumed by the coordinator, consultants, and peers as well as by
the teacher him/herself.)

Informal feedback in the guise of formative

evaluation plays an important role in this regard.
Ij_n0s 3

Griffin (1978) out-

series of possible pitfalls for evaluating inservice activity

including the following:
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(1)

an emphasis on summative evaluation at the
expense
of formative (ongoing) evaluation

(2)

a

(3)

evaluation that is

(4)

evaluation that fails to consider institutional
and managerial factors

(5)

evaluation that reports findings using jargon
rather than standard English.

reliance on quantitative data at the expense of
qualitative data
a

drain on teacher energy

Another issue regarding evaluation is the role classroom application should play.

This issue has been discussed at length by Edelfelt

and Johnson (1977), Howey and Hite (1977), and Moburg (1972).

Howey

asserts that inservice must be cast in the direction of "demonstrable

classroom improvement"

(p.

45).

Others, however, feel that change

would make itself felt over a long period of time, not immediately,
and that measuring change in the classroom would require sophisticated

studies and sensitive observation (see Havelock, 1973)

.

Classroom

application is more properly a follow-up consideration rather than
direct means of evaluating an inservice activity.

a

Follow-up should

occur over an extended period of time after the inservice cycle has

been completed.

Phase Four

—

Reflection, Realignment, Renewal

.

In some respects, this

phase represents a traditional evaluation process, except for the

important distinction that the evaluation be of the program and not
the activities, and that the evaluative process occur in the same mode
as did phase one.

This evaluation process leads into new experience

in reorienting staff thinking. regarding inservice and in developing a
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greater understanding of the process based on their recent first-hand

experience.

This is possible because the staff has experienced an

inservice program of its own design, unique to its own circumstances
and carried out by people of its own choosing, generating much new

site-specific information about the inservice process.

My rationale

for proposing this phase is rooted in the assertion of Havelock (1973)

that "if the client is able to reshape the innovation to meet his

changing needs, he will be more likely to continue using
(p.

it

effectively"

136).

The experience and insight gained as a result of participating in
all phases of the program create a new body of knowledge which should

be exploited.

In the first cycle, phase one was involved with broad

and general experience that the staff then attempted to relate to their

setting on a somewhat abstract basis.

Because they had no experience

with a comprehensive inservice program, their thinking was by necessity
speculative.

Once a staff team has progressed through phase three,

they have created a locally based experience with comprehensive

inservice programming.
It

is likely that new needs, constraints, and opportunities will

have arisen during the inservice cycle, and phase four presents a

structured opportunity for these to be identified and addressed.

For

example, it may be determined that a cooperative arrangement between
the IHE faculty and staff team had several unforeseen constraints to

faculty
deal with, such as a need for greater access to the university
or obtaining more programmatic input for them.

Identifying this

problem and providing recommendations to modify

it are expected outcomes
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of phase four.

This phase is characterized by reflection, realignment,

and renewal because it evolves from an evaluative, reflective process
to a consequent realignment or adjustment of the program and ultimate-

ly its renewal.

Although

I

might have omitted phase four from my design indicating

instead that the entire process should be recycled by proceeding from
phase three directly to phase one, there are three reasons

determined not to do so.

First,

I

I

have

believe it is especially important

to emphasize the logical evolution and development of new data, both

objective and subjective, regarding inservice programming for the
local perspective.

Second,

I

concur with Watson (1967, p. 23) who has

observed that "resistance will be reduced if the project is kept open
to revision and reconsideration if experience indicates that changes

Although changes could be made in the design

would be desirable."

without including phase four,

I

believe the specific provisions of a

programming stage for this purpose conveys a very positive message to
the staff.

Finally,

I

believe that the concepts of reflection, renewal,

and realignment are collectively representative of the growth process,

whether it be personal or systemic, and, therefore, this phase also
represents an allegorical reference to that most fundamental purpose
of inservice education.

Representative Scenario

.

In order to clarify the way in which this

to
model would affect and involve a member of the education staff (and

concomitantly clarify the flow of the model)
create a scenario.

,

I

would now like to

Jeffrey Bloom a fifth- grade social studies teacher,
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has been identified by colleagues, administrators,
and the inservice

coordinator as someone who has shown enthusiasm about curricular
and

program improvement or, in different terms, he has shown himself
to be
an early adaptor.

Bloom has volunteered to participate as

the first inservice task group.

member of the origination team

a

member of

He did not, however, participate as a

—

a team of administrators, community

leaders, and teachers who identified the need for

a

comprehensive

inservice program and carried out the initial planning, developed bases
of support for the program, and identified the inservice coordinator.

The leadership team has kept the staff and community informed of their

activities through both formal and informal communication channels, and

Bloom was encouraged by what he had been told of the program.
On a Tuesday afternoon. Bloom and nine other members of the faculty and administration are released from their regular duties and com-

mence phase one of the inservice program.

Afternoon meetings

consisting of one fifty-minute class period have been scheduled for
three days a week for a total duration of three weeks.

The inservice

coordinator has arranged for a teacher aide to conduct Bloom’s class
during these times.

Since he has worked with the teacher aide before

and since his students are familiar with her, he is confident that his

absence will not interfere with his students' planned progress.

The

phase one sessions are held in the faculty cafeteria.

During the first three weeks of inservice, Bloom and the members
of his group read about, discuss, and debate the foundational program

issues related to inservice, much as discussed in chapter two of this
study.

The group, having a clear idea of the purpose and the time
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limits of phase one, does not become unduly concerned with
the theo-

retical nature of this phase.

The group discusses such diverse concerns

as faculty and community acceptance of the released-time concept,

allocating increased revenues to support inservice, and the benefits of
an ongoing inservice program as a means of addressing changing popula-

tion patterns in their community.

A critical factor in the phase one

process is that inservice is based on new information provided by the

coordinator and the staff themselves.

It is not a rehash of past

experience with inservice, and it is not characterized by uniformed

speculation as to what their program should and should not ultimately
include.

The principal of the school is among the members of this

group and by the nature of her participation, she assures the staff
that the program has her support and that it will be an equitable

program in that teacher needs and input will be considered equally with
administrator needs and input.
Phase two, the needs assessment, occurs on a much more flexible

basis than phase one.
for the phase.

A three week time frame has been established

The first activity that Bloom participates in is

written survey designed to assess teacher needs over

a

a

wide area.

Later, during a free period, the coordinator interviews him on

a

one-to-one basis focusing on special problems he personally encounters
as a third-year teacher and as a social studies teacher.

While the

interview is well structured, its application is sufficiently flexible
to puruse unforeseen topics or concerns.

At a final one-to-one session

with Bloom, held after class hours, the coordinator summarizes her
conclusions from the assessment and she and Bloom reach a mutual
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decision about the focus of his first inservice activity.
By the end of the three week period, the coordinator has
brought
ten participants in the first group through this process.

As an

outcome of the assessment. Bloom will be working with two other teachers
and the principal from the group on a project designed to use social

studies as the basis for helping students, teachers, and parents better

understand and cope with
ty.

demographic changes occurring in the communi-

The others in the group will form two other groups to work

separately on different issues.

The groups have been formed and defined

as a result of the assessments and interviews mentioned above.

Phase two is not yet complete, however.

The coordinator arranges

another group released time meeting to briefly review the outcome of
the individual needs assessments, but also to have the group focus on

predictive

needs related to both their inservice activities and the

overall inservice program.

The predictive needs discussion focuses on

Bloom's group project because it raises many sensitive issues:

ethnic

and racial conflict, parental openness, ethnic and cultural differences,

community acceptance of an action-oriented school project of this type,
etc.

The coordinator takes careful notes of these concerns including

the identification of specific members of the staff and community who

are likely to oppose some aspect of this activity.

The coordinator

then discusses these issues with several leaders and a strategy is

devised to minimize the risk and carefully monitor progress.
Phase three begins with the members of Bloom's group meeting with
the coordinator whose duty is to assist them in tying their needs to

specific objectives.

Once the objectives are established and

a time
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frame for the inservice activity is agreed upon,
the coordinator then

assists the group in identifying both personnel and
material resources.
She then reconvenes the group to assist them in
imposing limits on

their activity and helps them set their schedule.

She works with them

to provide released-time support which minimizes impact
on their day-

to-day classroom responsibilities.
The four group members, having determined to pursue their project
(activity) over the course of the academic year, establish several

benchmarks for them to chart the real as opposed to their planned
progress.

The coordinator meets with them at those benchmark points to

provide assistance and guidance and to provide an objective evaluation
of their progress.

At the end of the activity cycle (phase three), the

coordinator meets again with the group for summative evaluation purposes, relating only to the activity.

The discussion centers on the

original objectives and how successfully they were met and on what,
any, follow-up is required for the project.

if

For example, it may be

determined that an appropriate follow-up activity would be to have the
group make presentations of their findings to the faculty and school

board and to propose that curriculum at various levels should be
adapted to help students develop an awareness of and sensitivity to the

changes occurring in their community.
Phase four should occur as an immediate outgrowth of the completion
of the phase three activity.

The coordinator reconvenes the entire

group of ten and, using their immediate experience as a basis for dis-

cussion, engages them in a reflective analysis of the programmatic

characteristics considered during phase one and which were functionally
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supporting their inservice experience.

The objective of the reflective

stage is to cause the group to evaluate the overall
effectiveness and

importance of each of the twelve foundational processes,
including the
phase one reconceptualization process.

This evaluation is a unique

concern of phase four which can be considered

activity within itself.

a

separate need and

believe, however, that the phase must be

I

extended to result in direct impact on the program in order to have
®^

f

s

for the staff

.

The resultant realignment and renewal of

the inservice program through which this occurs involves a subtle

transference from phase four to phase one concerns.

This then leads

the group to a new and predictably briefer involvement with reorient-

ing their perspective to the program and initiates a new cycle.

This example was intended to assist the reader in comprehending
the way in which an individual staff member would experience the

program.

Implementation

Now that a representative sketch of the comprehensive model has

been presented, it is appropriate to consider the process of program

initiation and implementation.
three subsections:
cy,

(3)

(1)

This discussion will be divided into

coordinator's role,

(2)

problems of bureaucra-

starting out.

Coordinator's Role

.

Even a cursory review of the graphic presentation

of the comprehensive model

(figure

1)

indicates that the coordinator

s
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role is crucial.

It is the coordinator who provides for the smooth

transition from one phase to the next, who attends to details of
administration, and who provides support and guidance to the inservice
staff.

While it is true, as Kable and Gray (1975) point out, that the

entire staff must assume responsibility to plan and design

a

program,

the importance of the coordinator's role cannot be underestimated or

undervalued.

The sole responsibilities of the coordinator are multi-

fold and can be categorized in the following ways:

tification,
(5)

(2)

evaluative.

instructional,

(3)

facilitative

,

(4)

(1)

resource iden-

interactive,

A brief description of each of these functions will

be presented below.

There is first, however, an underlying requirement that the coordi-

nator must fulfill.

He or she must be familiar with both the formal

and informal relationships and the consequent dynamics that characterAs Hull (1975) has noted,

ize the specific school situation involved.

"the introduction of an instructional innovation into a school presents
a rather unusual inservice situation.

Teachers in the building know

each other; the building administrator has
teachers and the students.

a

relationship with the

All of these factors have potential for

influencing the success or failure of innovative implementation"
(p.

44).

Hull goes on to suggest that it would behoove the coordina-

tor to familiarize him/herself with the above factors and to spend time

establishing

a

relationship of trust.

This is, of course, an ongoing process which will require the

constant attention of the coordinator.

Following is an elaboration

responsibility cited above.
of each of the five areas of coordinator
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Resource Identification

.

The coordinator must possess a knowledge of

inservice education research, programs, and trends in order to organize
and facilitate the conceptual development process.

Furthermore, his or

her responsibility for resource identification would include identifying appropriate consultants to meet both process and content needs.

The coordinator plays the key role in development of supplemental

funding sources and also provides the lead in developing inter and
intra institutional collaborative arrangements.

Instructional

.

The primary instructional responsibilities for the

coordinator are that she/he must organize, schedule, and direct the
phase one reorientation process.

The importance of this task is well

summarized by Hull (1975) who suggests that key to a coordinator's
"Innova-

instructional role is his or her attention to communication.

tion advocates in large, complex organizations like school systems,

sometimes assume that others value the new idea highly, when, in fact,
they do not.

The intent of the innovation must be made explicit in

the minds of the potential users.

The innovation should be linked to

existing or future practices for the improvement of the school system.
Abstract concepts are difficult to understand; advocates should make an
effort to simplify the ideas of the innovation whenever possible.

Examples and illustrations should be used freely"

(p.

45).

I

would

further argue that in order to maximize the credibility and impact of
identify and
their instructional role, coordinators must be able to

effectively model

a

range of instructional behaviors.
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Facilltative

.

In order to effectively conduct phase two, the

coordinator must have skill in assessing staff, individual, and group
needs.

He or she must be capable of determining the level of staff

readiness, must guide the staff through the phases of the program, and
must systematically monitor participation and progress.

The facilita-

tive role of the coordinator is central to the overall success of the

program and

a

key concern that must be borne in mind in that area is

that a smooth operation is essential in order to counter potential

resistance and to allay fears.

"The preparation of personnel in the

use of an educational innovation is a prerequisite for successful

initiation and implementation.

The introduction of a new idea into an

educational setting raises questions in the minds of many and suspicion
in the minds of a few.

Why is this new idea being suggested?

wrong with the present system?

What is

What does the person advocating the

innovations have to gain by its use?

These are just a few examples of

questions that may come to mind when an innovation is introduced.
Therefore, it is important that the introduction of a new idea be as

orderly and systematic as possible to alleviate fears and downgrade
threats to established practices" (Hull, 1975, p. 43).

Interactive.

Another key element to the success of

a

comprehensive

program is maintenance of effective relationships among groups with
differing identities and roles both within and outside the specific
system.

I

have labeled this the interactive responsibility of the

coordinator because it is primarily he or she who must coordinate and
facilitate staff-administration relationships as well as the
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collaborative relationships that have been cultivated.

Of special

importance is the interaction with the administration, especially
the

building principal.

In chapter two,

principal to "make or break"

a

discussed the ability of a

I

program.

Hull confirms this analysis

by indicating that "one personal endorsement of the innovation by

administrators in the school district sometimes communicates more than
any amount of impersonal information" (1975,

p.

45).

Part of the

coordinator's responsibility then is to assure a principal's support
for and subsequent participation with the staff during inservice.

An aspect of the interactive responsibility of the coordinator
that bears separate mention concerns the public relations-education

effort.

While the coordinator (s) could not be expected to be the sole

executor

(s)

of this function,

she/he (they) must be primarily respon-

sible for its conceptualization and initiation.

Evaluative

.

Finally, the coordinator is responsible for conducting or

assisting with evaluation of the program on two levels, the specific
inservice activities and the overall inservice program.

conducted on

a

The former is

formative and summative basis in phase three while the

latter is conducted primarily on a summative basis in phase four.

Summary

.

The duties of the coordinator are numerous and essential to

the success of an inservice program.

described five categorical functions

I

a

have identified and briefly

coordinator must serve.

A

further breakdown of the coordinator's responsibilities related to pro-

gram implementation follows (table 3).

These summary descriptions are
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excerpted from a proposal that

I

developed for three school systems

in Southern Maine to cooperatively sponsor a
comprehensive inservice

program.

That proposal is presented in complete form in
Appendix A.

Table

3

Summary of Staff Implementation Process

(1)

introduce program to staff - awareness

(2)

survey - interview staff to determine levels of interest
(school, groups, individuals)

(3)

beginning with "early adapters" including administrators, establish initial reorientation objectives and program outline

(A)

arrange, schedule, and conduct reorientation

(5)

upon completion of reorientation, conduct staff development
needs assessment of this group

(6)

identify and confirm needs
- identify resources
- material
- personnel
-

assist in setting activity objectives

-

establish limits

-

assist with scheduling

-

monitor; formative evaluation

- evaluate;

summative (activity)

(7)

prepare next group (s) for reorientation and succeeding stages
as above

(8)

with first group(s), review first complete cycle of experience
with staff development, note new data, realign program accordingly
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(9)

identify needs

(10)

with those so disposed, repeat cycle

(11)

for those without immediate staff development needs maintain
contacts; assist with adoption/adaptation, etc.

Problems of Bureaucracy

Bureaucracy in a comprehensive inservice

.

program must be kept to a minimum, and the responsibility to accomplish
this objective falls to the coordinator.

This model for inservice

represents an additional undertaking for the staff.

It is safe to

assume that they will not fail to recognize this and it should be made
clear that needless paper work and other unproductive administrative

chores will not be a program characteristic.
A case in point is the Parkview Elementary School inservice pro-

gram of 1974 (cited by Edelfelt and Johnson, 1977).

Teachers were

allowed to attend an activity outside the district during the course of
However, two requirements were placed upon the

the inservice program.

teachers who did so:

(1)

the total staff and (2)

the activity had to relate to the needs of

teachers who participated had to share their

learnings with the entire staff.

Such mandates are typical examples

of a counter-productive bureaucracy.

I

believe that these requirements

are unnecessarily restrictive and do not meaningfully facilitate indi-

vidual or staff growth.

We would not, for example, ask a student to

relate his learnings to the needs of his class or to necessarily share

them with the class.

Requiring teachers to keep a log of inservice

Edelplans and accomplishments is another typical practice (cited by
felt and Johnson,

1977) which is time consuming and too often
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unproductive for teachers.

While some of these tasks may have use in

connection with certain kinds of inservice activities, they should not
be used as broadly applied requirements.

The coordinator must play the lead role in eliminating unnecessary
rules, recordkeeping, and other administrative functions in the inser-

vice program.

It

is my contention that many of

the petty requirements

associated with inservice practice were imposed in a vain attempt to
make traditional programs appear rigorous and disciplined.

With a

comprehensive program such embellishments will not be necessary to
make the program appear to be ambitious.

sufficiently ambitious, and obviously so.

Rather, the program will be

Only the absolute minimum

bureaucratic design will be required.

Starting Out

.

With this model, it is extremely important to get off to

the best possible start.

Of course, the preplanning strategy is of

primary import and provides a strong signal about the character of the
overall program that ultimately evolves.

The issue, however, is speci-

fically to identify the criteria used to identify the order of who among
the staff should participate in the program in the first group, second

group, third group, and so on.

The literature of educational change

treats this subject well and will be summarized below.

Early Adaptors

.

Kozol (1972) notes the importance of determining a

starting point for the inservice program and the individuals participating, and he suggests a concept of sequencing that enables administrators to move poeple in when most appropriate and effective.

Early
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adaptors" refer to those participants most ready to
initiate the
inservice program.

The term is taken from Rogers who identifies

categories of participants undergoing any change.
^ -•-‘^ss if icat ion

His

ranges from those most willing to accept change to those

least willing and most resistant.

His sequence is as follows:

(1)

Innovators characterized as venturesome

(2)

Early Adaptors who respec-t change

(3)

Early majority who tend to be more deliberate

(4)

Late majority who tend to be skeptical

(5)

Laggards who are traditional

Understanding the variety and types of people who must be dealt with is
essential to enabling the coordinator to implement the program successfully.

Rogers would argue that by initiating one program with early

adaptors (or innovators)

,

the coordinator is maximizing the opportuni-

ty for success and minimizing upfront resistance.

Asher (1967) suggests

that early adaptors will most likely become opinion leaders and will

help the coordinator generate enthusiasm among the rest of the staff.
Hull’s (1975) observations are also germane.

He states "it is

important to allow sufficient time for teachers and others to become
familiar with the new idea before asking them for
can be done any number of ways.

a commitment.

This

Usually, there are some teachers in a

group who are willing to volunteer for special, limited use of the

innovation.

In this manner,

the new idea can be observed by others,

and evidence can be collected on its likely success.

Of course,

it

would be highly desirable to have volunteer teachers whose opinions
are respected by others" (p. 44).

In effect, Hull is speaking of the
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value of early adaptors and addresses the importance of
staging

implementation according to the readiness of individual
participants.

Transition from Phase Four to Phase One

.

Although it was discussed

above, the transition from Phase Four to Phase One represents one of
the unique aspects of this model.

As indicated in the graphic presen-

tation of the model, there is a distinct connection between the two
phases.

Phase Four’s uniqueness is based on the evaluation of the

program that has just been experienced.

The cyclical nature of the

model is in turn based on the evaluation or progression of Phase Four
into a new Phase One which occurs as a new reorientation to the

specific program experience.

That reorientation occurs in the form

of a realignment of certain aspects of the program if such is warranted,

but at minimum reorientation occurs as a more current and enlarged

perspective on the internal inservice process.
It

is my belief that while several methods could be utilized to

effectuate the Phase Four-Phase One transition, an attitude inventory
such as that recommended above for the initiation of Phase One could be
adopted or adapted for this purpose.

This strategy would provide an

enlightening counterpoint to the first responses to the inventory.
A few additional opinion-statements from that inventory should

help to underscore this point:
(1)

(2)

The real test of an inservice program is whether
it helps the teacher to cope with his professional
tasks more successfully.

A teacher should receive inservice credit for
participation in a graduate course at a university.
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(3)

Inservice education should relate directly to
problems encountered in the classroom.

(A)

There is adequate follow-up to determine the
effects of inservice activities in any system
(Oregon State Department of Education, 1974).

Such data should enable both the coordinator and the staff to
focus on the most important programming issues and to make the realign-

ment-renewal phase purposeful and productive.

It should also serve to

reinforce the ongoing, cyclical nature of the program.

Summary

The value of the model
its comprehensive nature.

I

have presented in this chapter lies in

By accommodating what I have identified as

the critical program factors, this model avoids what Rubin (1978) calls
the "quick fix."
to be unique,

it

While in view of the literature, the model appears
is an innovation only in the sense that it incorporates

the vital elements from the inadequately conceived approaches commonly

found.

Its cyclical nature, which allows for the growth and refinement

of the program concurrently, promotes the growth of the entire education

staff.

CHAPTER

V

IMPLICATIONS

Introduction
It

is normal procedure for most closing chapters of dissertations

in the field of education to be concerned with two primary areas:

implications for future research and implications for practitioners.
This study, however, focused throughout on implications for practitioners.

In particular, the underlying purposes of chapters two,

three, and four were to establish baseline considerations or require-

ments for successful comprehensive programs (chapters two and three)
and to detail the comprehensive model proposed and suggest an

implementation process (chapter four).

Therefore, this chapter will

deal with implications for future research which have not been

addressed in the body of the study, as well as other models and

program features which hold implications for this model.

Implications for Future Study
The most unique aspects of this proposed model relate to the

programmatic components discussed in chapter two and the need for

reorientation to the inservice process as discussed in chapters three
and four.

I

strongly suspect that future study in conjunction with

this model will be concerned with the viability of the assumptions

drawn in these chapters.

However, the discussion in chapter three

greatest degree
in particular will, and perhaps should, bear the
138

oj.
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scrutiny.

There,

I

argued that the entire educational staff should

undergo a reorientation to the inservice process and acquire
a

reasonably sophisticated understanding of the alternative program
features available.

No doubt this assertion will be controversial.

In a society and in a profession that habitually prefers the "quick

fix," it will be difficult to convince both educational leadership
and general staffers that time spent in theoretical discussions

concerning ISE is time well spent.
this concept.

I

Nevertheless,

I

am committed to

believe it is needed and warranted not only in regard

to inservice education but in many, if not most, other areas as well:

i.e., administrative policy, curricular content, curricular purpose,

etc.
I

also believe it will be relevant to examine the programmatic

components discussed in chapter two in an effort to determine which
are most critical to successful programming.
to propose or suggest by

Although

I do

not intend

the following discussion that some of the

programming components earlier identified as important to the success
of this comprehensive model are suspect,

I

believe it will be useful

to briefly examine which may be the most and least critical.

I

will

discuss each in the following paragraphs in the order mentioned.
I

have reiterated above my belief in the criticality of the

reorientation/conceptualization process; therefore
the point.

I

will not belabor

What may be important to determine relative to it,

however, is how long this phase should last.

Is approximately ten

approximately
hours, as mentioned in the text, too little, too much or
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the right length?

Is it reasonable to expect that early adaptors
might

require less time than. late adaptors?

Such issues are appropriate

questions for future examination.

Bases of Support

.

Another area which

I

believe will be critical to the

success of comprehensive programs concerns the cultivation of internal
and external bases of support for the program.

Specific issues that might be addressed in this regard include the
following:

Are there best or generalizable methods for obtaining support

from any specific group e.g., teachers, board members, the public?

To

what extent should external people be involved and brought into contact

with the program?

How can support be maintained over time and how can

changing needs for information and involvement by the target groups be
anticipated, identified, and met?

Coordination
area which

I

.

Providing strong coordination for the program is another
believe is critical to the model.

Some issues that will

require future attention in this regard include the following:

To what

extent will education leaders become convinced of the need to create an

additional professional role, especially given current financial constraints?

How successfully will inservice coordinators be able to

function in a role that is defined as neither line nor staff?

What is

the appropriate ratio of inservice coordinators to others and can it be

based on existing ratios i.e., one for each principal and his/her staff?
after
What are likely career paths for coordinators both before and

assuming their inservice role?
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To what extent will coordinators be accepted by others (administrators
and staff) as legitimate leaders and facilitators?

Will coordinators

arrive at effective methods for bringing groups and individuals,

especially late adaptors, into the inservice process?

Planning

A shared planning process will also,

.

factor to program success.

In consequence,

issues that will require further attention.

I

believe, be a critical

there are some outstanding

Will teachers be function-

ally able to serve in a planning capacity alongside administrators in an

equal and equitable relationship?

What special skills or support may

need to be developed to assist teachers in achieving equality in

ning role?

VThat

a plan-

proportion of a faculty or what kinds of teachers must

be directly involved in the planning process to assure equity and

effectiveness?

Feedback and Follow-up

.

A final concern critical to the success of a

comprehensive inservice program is the adequate provision of feedback and
follow-up.

The ultimate credibility of the program will not be deter-

mined by the level of democracy attained, the amount of incentives

provided or the level of public support.

Rather, it will be determined

by the utility of the inservice activities and their implications for

more effective instruction.

Implementation of the inservice activities

follow-up
can only be attained through a well-conceived and coordinated

effort.

This area will also require future study as

a

measure of the

viability of this model.
should be
While the above areas are critical to this program and
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maximized, there are other areas that my be less essential.
an area that will require attention.

I

Funding is

have argued in this text that

funding should be substantially upgraded and that programs should
not be
based upon soft monies.

While in principle

I

would continue to support

these objectives, it may not be reasonable to expect they cannot be

achieved, especially given the current state of the economy.

It may,

therefore, be necessary to base initial programming on the availability
of outside "seed" money.

In such circumstances, however,

I

believe it

would be critically important to obtain internal commitment to accept
financial responsibility for the program as external funds are withdrawn.

Participation Patterns

.

How the staff participates in the program and

the focus of inservice activities may prove to be other than as proposed

herein.

In some settings,

it may be that the teaching staff prefers to

be mandated as to both the requirement to participate and the nature of
the activity that will be pursued.

converse may be the case.

In other settings, however, the

In any event,

situational variables, the

prevailing management style, and several other environmental factors have
significant consequences for determining both the participation patterns
and the nature of the activities pursued.

Although all of the elements

identified in the text bear important consequences for the program, these
are among the most critical.

Other Models/Other Practices

.

It

will also be important to determine how

well my model can co — exist with or adapt to other educational concepts
and models.

The teacher center, for example, is a present reality, and
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while it exists in several differing forms, its
underlying design and
founding presumptions are quite different from this model.

For example,

the center concept presumes a greater degree of
self-initiation, self

guidance and teacher-based support than is presumed in this
model.
Given this essential difference, the following questions arise:

Can the

teacher center concept be incorporated into the comprehensive inservice

model?

If so, through what devices and by what design?

ters affect governance?

design?

How might cen-

What center models are most adaptive to this

Answering such questions will be important to the long range

professional development of educators, teachers in particular.
In the course of this study, I have encountered several innovations

and valuable practices that, while not central to a comprehensive design,

could contribute significantly to the successful implementation of this
model.

Among them is the creative and full use of the education staff.

For example, Kozol (1972) has extolled the merits of using teachers as

inservice activity leaders, while Rubin (1978) promotes the idea of

utilizing teachers as researchers.

McKague (1976) has observed that

teachers could simultaneously see themselves as researchers and classroom
teachers and might then continually examine and critique their styles of

teaching which, in turn, might lead them to discover heretofore unseen
inservice education needs.

I

concur and would also suggest that teachers

could be used as researchers in follow-up activities

—

that is, they

could help translate the gap between inservice activities and classroom

application.
Job exchange is another practice mentioned in the literature that is

compatible with a comprehensive model.

While job exchange appears in
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several differing versions, one interesting
approach involves swapping

responsibilities between teachers and administrators
as
ing growth and new insight for both groups.

a

way of promot-

Another variation cited by

Miller (1977) is known as an extern program.

Essentially, this practice

allows teachers new experiences in a variety of school
settings by enabling them to work for a period of time in other schools.

Rotating posi-

tions within a school faculty is a third practice for which both
Burk and

Crossley (1975) express enthusiasm.

Burk stresses the fresh perspective

that rotating positions would allow teachers.

Crossley, on the other

hand, emphasizes the more practical considerations; he claims that the

tight job market and declining enrollments necessitates rotation for the
sake of adding variety and depth to one's career.

Another promising idea, used in West Virginia, is to involve
students in inservice education.

The West Virginia "experiment" con-

tracted students to work with college faculty on

a

field-based project.

Student participation was deemed very successful, spawning many changes
in classroom practice.

Finally, peer panel procedures and reading circles

contemporary and the latter a historical practice

—

a group of

purpose of solving a particular problem.

the former a

could easily be

integrated into phase three of the comprehensive model.
somewhat like a focus group:

—

A peer panel is

teachers organized for the

Reading circles, though scarce-

ly used now, are almost a tradition in American education, dating back
to the

19th century.

They allow teachers an opportunity to come together

and discuss a relevant book or educational treatise.

However, the

implication of these practices for my study is that if inservice

education is to be successfully implemented in schools,
the best of what
already exists must be accommodated and used to improve
the evolving
model.

A few of the innovative practices extant have been mentioned
here

and many others cited throughout the literature also merit
attention.

Long-Term Effects

.

If comprehensive inservice programs become estab-

lished procedures in schools, their long-term effects must be delineated.
Three areas of study come immediately to mind.
service cycle relate to another?

First, how will one in-

What kind of continuity among cycles

will, in reality, be established and how viable will this model be in
the long term (3 cycles or more)?

by or involved in inservice?
the long run?

Second, how will students be affected

What role, if any, will their needs play in

And finally, what will the long-term effect of the in-

service model be on the general content and quality of education?

Concluding Statement

This study has attempted to portray through a

.

fairly elaborate discussion the professional advantages of a comprehensive inservice program.
in its consistency.

Yet

I

believe the salience of the model lies

It is consistent

effective educational administration.

with accepted principles of
It

is consistent with accepted

principles of curricula and program development.

But most importantly,

it is consistent with the espoused goals and objectives of the education

experience, for this approach provides educators with

a

renewed personal

exposure to the excitement and challenge of the learning process.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

To establish an on-going program of professional development to
serve the needs of the total educational staff.

To establish a strong base of advocacy and support for the staff

development concept among both educators and the community at
large
To provide a program which attracts the participation and commit-

ment of the staff.
To establish a program which will have a predictable and positive
impact upon the instructional program.

To establish a program which, while recognizing the instructional
and programmatic objectives of the system, also recognizes and

respects the needs and the uniqueness of the individual.
To establish a forward looking program which takes full advantage
of the most recent research and studies related to inservice

education and which systematically employs methods for programmatic
self renewal.

To establish a program which, through its operations, models

attitudes and behaviors which represent openness, flexibility,
caring, and responsibility.

PROGRAM PARAMETERS

PLANNING

Re-orientation (reconceptualization)
Teacher - Administrative parity
On-site - released time

ORGANIZATION

On-going
Coordination
All-staff participation

Minimal bureaucracy

Public relations

-

education program

Fund ing

Collaboration

DELIVERY

Limits defined

On-site

Voluntary
Incentives

Individualized

Feedback
Follow-up

Implementation support

Teachers as leaders
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COORDINATOR ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES

RESOURCE

Knowledge of staff development research, programs,

IDENTIFICATION

and directions; identify activity resources,

consultants, etc.; arrange for allocation;

pursue supplemental funding; pursue and develop
inter and intra institutional collaborative

arrangements

INSTRUCTIONAL

Organize, schedule, and direct reorientation;
identify and model instructional modes; organize
and direct public relations - education program
for staff development; assist with self evaluation.

FACILITATIVE

Assess staff, individual, and group needs;

determine level of readiness; guide through
program; match resources; monitor participation
and progress

INTERACTIVE

Coordinate and facilitate staff - administration
relationships; coordinate intra-collaborative
linkages

EVALUATIVE

Assist with self-assessment; organize, conduct
and report formative and summative evaluations.

DETAIL OF STAFF IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

Introduce program to staff

—

develop awareness

Survey - interview staff to determine levels of interest (school,
groups, individuals)

Beginning with "early adaptors" including administrators, establish
initial re-orientation objectives and program outline

Arrange, schedule, and conduct re-orientation

Upon completion of re-orientation, conduct self-development needs

assessment of this group
Identify and confirm needs
- identify resources

- material
- personnel
- assist in setting activity objectives
-

establish limits

- assist with scheduling
- monitor;

formative evaluation

- evaluate;

summative (activity)

Prepare next group

(s)

for re-orientation and succeeding stages as

above

With first group

(s)

review first complete cycle of experience with

accordingly
staff development, note new data, realign program
- Identify needs
-

With those so disposed, repeat cycle
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For those without immediate staff development needs, maintain

contacts; assist with adoption/adaption, etc.
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INCENTIVES

A critical aspect of a voluntary staff development program is the

inclusion of attractive but financially realistic incentives designed
to stimulate genuine personal and professional interest and thereby

maximize participation in the program.

Given the complicating realities

coincident to a voluntary program of development, the importance of

providing a variety of incentives cannot be underestimated.

Therefore,

incentives which might merit consideration for inclusion in the program
are offered below:

Re-certification credit
Graduate credit
Teacher assistants
Aides
Class load

Supplementary materials budget

Pre-service interns

Classroom volunteers

Travel
Professional days
Staff development leadership stipends

Assignment exchanges
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COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

As they will affect budget and program scope, the quantity and

quality of collaborative relationships which are developed to support
and supplement the staff development program are especially important

considerations.

For this reason, potential collaborative arrangements

and partnerships are identified below:

—

Among participating schools
between staff
buildings

departments
grades
levels

individuals

—

With Institutions of Higher Education
University of Southern Maine

Law

Westbrook

Health

S.M.V.T.I.

Fine arts

Bowdoin

Liberal arts

Continuing Education

Education
Business

Vocational Technical

—
—

With State Department of Education

With research organizations

Center for Advanced Study and Research,

Education Development Center
Maine Facilitator Center, etc.

With professional organizations

(U.S.M.)
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COORDINATOR'S ITINERANT SCHEDULE
(TENTATIVE)

Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
J

morn

1

A
A

A

B

B

C

0

B

0

C

C
6

A

A

B

B

A

0

B

0

c
c

C

B

0

A
A

A

aft

0

B

morn
aft

c
c

C
0

A
A

A

0

aft

B
B

B
0

c
c

c
0

A
A

morn

A

aft

0

B
B

B
0

c
c

C
0

aft

morn

2

aft

3

4

5

6

Friday
j

morn

morn

B

A.

Representing school #1

B.

Representing school

if

2

C.

Representing school

if

3

Based on six week period which if adopted would be repeated
five times during the academic year.

0
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ESTIMATED 1ST YEAR BUDGET

*Portion generated from "soft" funds

*Portion generated from "hard"
funds

Secretarial salary

Amount

Coordinator's salary
(based on principal's

to come from C.E.T.A.

salary schedule calcu-

U.S.M. works tudy, or

lated at $17,100)

other grants based on
half days,

.$5,700

per system share

x

(mornings)

at $20 per day

3

Amount

$3,600

$17,100

Overhead

Travel

office space, utili-

between schools

lities, telephone, fur-

$

.

13 per mile

estimated 200

nishings, etc.

miles per week

“ 0

donated

$

950

Supplies
TOTAL

materials, paper,

duplication, mailing,
envelopes, miscellaneous

supplies

^

150

off set reproduction

$

150

staff development library^

TOTAL

200

$17,600

$4,550

APPENDIX

B

ATTITUDES TOWARD INSERVICE INVENTORY

Purpose
The purpose of this inventory is to determine teachers' attitudes

toward inservice education.

The information will provide valuable

input to the planning and coordinating of inservice programs.

Directions
programs.

.

Below are some statements regarding inservice education

Would you react to each statement by checking the appropriate

column (strongly agree, agree, uncertain, disagree, or strongly disagree).
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers, and no names will be identified

with responses.

Feel free to make comments.

REACTION

STATEMENTS
Strongly
Agree
1.

The teacher should
have the opportunity
to select the kind
of inservice activities which he feels
will strengthen
his professional
competence

2.

Inservice programs
should include
orientation
activities for
the new classroom teacher.

3.

The real test of
an inservice program is whether
it helps the
teacher to

Agree

Uncertain

*Oregon State Department of Education, 1974
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Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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STATEMENTS

REACTION
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

cope with his professional tasks more
successfully
4.

Inservice programs
must include activities which allow
for the different
interests which
exist among individual teachers.

5.

Teachers need to be
involved in the
development of purposes, activities,
and methods of
evaluation for
inservice programs.

6.

The primary purpose
of inservice education is to upgrade
the teacher’s classroom performance.

7.

Teachers should
receive some release
time for inservice
education activities.

8.

One of the most
important ways to
judge the effectiveness of an inservice program
is whether the
teacher uses the
results of the
training in his
classroom.

9.

One of the most
motivating inservice activities is
an opportunity to
become acquanted
with new teaching

|
i

I
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REACTION

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Uncertain

Strongly
Disagree
a
—Disagree

practices of innovative programs.
10.

A teacher should
receive inservice
credit for participation in a graduate course at a
university

11.

If more teachers
were involved in
planning inservice
programs, teacher
commitment to them
would be greater.

12.

Every teacher
should be required
to participate in
some inservice
activities designed
to build a team
spirit within his
school.

13.

A teacher should
receive inservice
credit for research.

14.

We need to have more
small group activities at inservice

meetings

1

1

15.

Attendance at some
system-wide activities should be
required of all
teachers

16.

Many inservice
activities do not
appear relevant to
any felt needs of
the teacher.
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REACTION
c

>trongly

Agree
17.

S

Agree

Uncertain

disagree

trongly

Elisagree

A teacher should receive inservice
credit for travel.

18. The implementation

of innovations presented in inservice
programs is often a
function of the

support received
from school administrators
.

19.

Inservice education
should relate directly to problems
encountered in the
classroom.

20. Most teachers do not
like to attend in-

service activities.
21. A teacher should

receive inservice
credit for professional reading.
22. Most inservice

activities should
be carried on within the school in
which the teacher
works

!

23. A teacher should

receive inservice
credit for professional writing.
24. More inservice

activities should
be scheduled during
the school day.
25. Transfer of concept:
presented and skill:

.
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REACTION
s trongly

S

trongly
j

Agree

Agree

Jncertain

I

Disagree

!

I)isagree
j

I

1

I

i

taught in inservice
urograms to the
problems of daily,
classroom life and

l

i

!

school operations
is minimal.

1

1

L

L__

26.

Inservice training
seems to be more
effective when the
total school staff
is simultaneously
engaged in a given
activity

27. Most inservice programs do not seem

well-planned
28. Our inservice pro-

grams seem to suffer
from a lack of financial support
needed to carry
them out
29. Most inservice pro-

grams arise from a
study of the needs
and problems of
teachers

inservice programs are virtually
useless

30. Most

1

i

31. The objectives of

inservice programs
in my system are
always specific.

1
1

32. Orientation activities for the new
classroom teacher
in our system are
adequate

1
1

1

1

_
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REACTION

Strongly
Agree
33. There is adequate

follow-up to
determine the
effects of inservice
activities in my
system.
34.

wish more of our
inservice programs
were scheduled as
three-hour sessions
at night.
I

-

Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Stronly
Disagree

